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INTRODUCTION

The country is "blessed with bright sunshine almost the whole
year round. There are stretches upon stretches of sandy beaches washed
by the warm waters of the ocean and fringed by tall coconut trees.
There are ancient castles and monuments, with a rich history and built
by the occupying European powers of the time during the long colonial
past. Inland, there is wild life in parks and forest reserves. There
are the traditional people in their quaint little huts with their co¬
lorful festivals and culture. There are the various breath-taking
sceneries around the country.,.. These are the features the tou:v>
have been seeking in their numbers around the globe. Let us there-'
get involved in the booming tourist industry and obtain our sba:
the foreign exchange it generates: foreign exchange that tradition ai
export items are unable to assure the economy a sufficient and stable
supply.

And so another tourist-receiving country in the Third NorM is
born. There are many others in this "League of Poor Nations" who drifts
into the tourist industry almost without their noticing it. Touric
seems now to be the thing and many believe it to be a veritable
El Dorado, especially for those developing countries not floating on
top of oil.

This has led some development economists to conduct analytical
studies into the tourist industry in developing economies. The in¬
dustry does not reproduce the same features everywhere5 nevertheless.;,
general trends can be observed and a few observations are available an
the literature on how the tourist industry manifests itself in the

developing economy, its role in the development effort, its possible
effect on other sectors of the economy and on the society as a whole*
how much more integrated it gets the country into the world econom;-
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A parallel development in recent years is the emergence of the

policy of self-reliance as a strategy for economic development. Some
countries apparently "believe that a self-reliant policy and the deve¬
lopment of tourism can,he pursued successfully; for example, Ghana and
Liberia are supposed to have both measures in operation. It appears

to us, 'however, that the adoption of this self-reliance policy would
call for a strict and narrowly defined relation between the economy

and the external world - i.e. the goal is the curtailment of over-
1 ' ' -■ f

dependence by thq.developing countries on the metropolitan countries.
Tourism can,.very easily reverse this policy for the simple reason

that touriste a^e principally of metropolitan origin and also the in¬
dustry has a tendency of being run by companies and nationals of the

metropolis. In other words, the tourist industry has a tendency to
deepen the open-economy nature of the developing country while a self-
reliant policy seeks to do the opposite. How a self-reliant policy
accommodates (or should accommodate) tourism ought therefore to be

4

examined.

The aim of this study is twofold. First of all, it is to draw
attention to the need for a long-term development, strategy in the
Third World as a first requirement. The second aim is to emphasize
the necessity for each sector of the economy in a developing economy

to act in accordance with the objectives of the development strategy
4 ■ - (' ' ' ' ■ '.ï

chosen. Development plans and planning have been with the developing
countries for an appreciable length of time now. In spite of these

plans-and efforts geared towards developing these regions,, there is
no improvement in their condition that might be considered lasting.
We attempt to find out the cause of the failure to develop.

The reasons for the underdevelopment of the Third World are such

that, to get any development going at all, some rather basic changes
in the economic and social life of a developing country must be effected.
One of the things to be done is that all those who are engaged in
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running the country - ideally, each citizen in the country - must he-
come aware of the development objective and help to define their re¬

spective roles. For, to attain the development goal, we find that
a new yardstick for judging performance, other than what is in current
use in the underdeveloped world, must he applied. The economic behavior
of the ordinary person has to alter. He should participate in the

periodic formulation of targets to he achieved and he has to realise

that he forms an integral part of the national economy and that his
action must contribute to development. It is this general awareness

of a national development goal and the mass involvement in its pursuit
that can make possible broad-based development. This would be a

complete departure from the present system whereby economic units

operate to maximise individual benefit without regard to the national
or social goal. What this means is that if a country is intent on

a rapid and smooth development of its economy and of the society as a

whole, each sector must be seen as an integral part of one economy

and the people in the sector should define their role within the

development context and must operate along their own prescribed lines -

but which falls within a general framework.

We find out, through the study of the economy of the Third World,
that underdevelopment is caused by the role the Third World plays in
the world economic system. Development is impossible so long as

this role and the existing links continue. To develop, this pattern
must be changed and the present open-economy characteristic altered.

It is in this context that we assess the present policy of encouraging
tourism as a component of development. And also with this development

objective in mind, we try to find out what the future role of tourism
should be and how it can be consistent not only with the overall

development strategy but also with the other sectors of the economy.

Our major finding is that tourism must be subjected to greater scrutiny
than it has been so far. For it is our fear that not only may it go
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against the development drive "but, unless manipulated thrçugh ..cape-

ful_.planning and control, tourism may not even 1)3 yielding the sup¬

posed "benefits that it is traditionally credited with.

The study is divided into three parts. Part I is devoted to
an analysis of the development problem 'and a survey of the tourism

phenomenon on a world-wide scale. 'On development, we review the char
acteristics of an underdeveloped economy. We then try to find out
the causes and the actual process of underdevelopment. We then point

out that to try to achieve development and continue to maintain the

present links the developing world has with the developed world is

an impossible task, A strategy of'self-centered development is sug¬

gested. Attention should be drawn here to the fact that the concept
of self-reliance is not adequately understood by those who proclaim""
it and it is misused. v

The other half of Part I is a fairly detailed description of. the
tourist sector. We talk about particular trends that have begun to
manifest themselves. Part II follows from this; it dwells on tourism
in the developing countries.. After some general comments, we narrow
down the study to African tourism. The last portion of Part II talks

about the economies of three West African states (Ghana, Sierre Leone
and Liberia) and efforts being made in these countries to develop
the tourist sector.

. Part.Ill of the work relates the characteristics of the tourist

business to the needs that development imposes on an economy. Atten¬
tion is drawn to the lack of study to find out the contribution or

the effect tourism will have on the economy. The lack of the right
development strategy or program is pointed out. The suggestion is
made that, tourism, more than any other sector needs to be planned

carefully, if it is to be developed at all, and must be conceived
within a general framework. This assumes that the first step of
drawing up a general development program has been taken.
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PART I: DVEELOPMENT AND TOURISM
(A theoretical presentation)

For some time now - especially since the beginning of the
Sixties-Third World governments have declared (or fancied) them¬
selves to be following programs of national development. And lately,
the tourist industry has been gaining importance in the economies of

quite a few developing countries, while others are now seriously
contemplating developing this industry. One might assume that because
tourism forms part of., the national economy, and this economy is being
guided.by a.formal plan, a standard procedure in cases where tourism

has caught on would be an indepth evaluation and appraisal of this
sector - especially in its role in the development process - which

would then result in a mure conscientiously planned tourist sector.

That this has not always been the case is due in large part to
how development is conceived and executed in these countries and also

ï ;

in part to how the tourist industry began and has been operated in
these developing countries. But the end result has almost always
been that, like the other industries forming the external trade sector
of these developing countries, tourism is more or less an enclave

industry. (Here, the term enclave will only be referring to the

glaring lack of linkage between the foreign exchange earning sector
and the sector producing for domestic consumption. For, to the
extent that resources that otherwise might have been available to
other sectors are being used in the export sector, the latter sector
has some effect on the rest of the economy, albeit a negative one5

some income generated in the export sector mi^ht also be spent else¬
where in the economy). The external sector will be discussed more

fully later. The tourist industry calls for attention and study for
other reasons.

In the advanced countries the tourist industry has grown faster
than and, most of the time, independently of theoretical analysis
and guidance. This fact is. even more so in the case of the developing
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countries. But it is for the latter group that such a study is
needed more: firstly to determine how justifies .governments are in

V vvtïiM.rvi', ' v - " " •• ■■

placing such high hopes on the tourist industry-especially if it is
to take a form no different from the lines along which the industry
has tended to he run in these countries! secondly, to suggest ways of

minimising the dangers (or cost) to the country while maximising
the gains to he derived.

International tourism at its present large-scale organised form-
1 at hoth the national and international level - is relatively new

-when compared with other industries. Its average growth rate for the

past decade or so has stood at 10.8$ per annum (tourist receipts,
as the index of .growth). This is faster than either the average:

annual growth rate of 3.5$ (at market prices) of the economies of a

selected number of Third World countries or even the growth rate of

general world trade, which is put at 9-4$...for the »60!s. (This means

that if present rates oontinue, tourism will have a growing share of
the world economy). The tourist industry is tending to he dominated

"by giant corporations, thanks largely to the rise to prominence of
"mass tourism" and charter flights! the industry is fast becoming a

prey of the powerful multinational corporations. Taken in global

terms, a disproportionately large volume of international tourism

(91$ of tourist arrivals in 1972) is. conducted between .members of
the advanced western world. This means that the developing countries,
so far, only occupy a not very important position in world inter¬
national tourism.^ These facts and others brought up later malco it

1 • Figures are from the IUG.T0 publication: "Travel Research
Journal", Edition 1972, R° 2. (IUOTO is International Union of
Official Travel Organisations! there is also ICAO - Inter¬
national Civil Aviation Organisation),

2. IUOTO XXIII General Assembly (Caracas, Venezuela) 1—10 Oct., 1J73
-D5«,2 "Regional Pilot Study.- West Africa".

3. Isn't this in fact just the story of the pattern of world trado
re-told.' Well, it is - but with a difference, that we shall
examine later.
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necessary to find out more about the tourist industry and to pro¬

gramme it carefully - if it is to contribute to national development
and not to he a drag on development efforts.

DEVELOPMENT

We believe that we should be'very clear about what development
involves before we can evaluate the role and contribution of the

tourist sector - or any other sector, for that matter - to the develop¬
ment process. Development is a revolutionary process involving insti¬
tutional changes - both economic and social. In the economic sphere,
the change refers to a restructuring of the national economy to a

position where domestic production is principally determined by
domestic consumption. Another product of the economic development
process is a system of sustainable increases in the quantitative us

well as the qualitative aspects of domestic production - which is to
be distributed on a more equitable basis. And if we take development
in its totality, we might simply say it is a process of change, in
the various facets of life, with the aim of having an improved quality
of life for ALL members of the particular community. Here the life
of a community comprises activities in the social, economic, politi¬
cal, cultural and religious fields.

This means that development is a.process of change that must touch
all aspects of life, that must favorably affect members of the

community and a process whose benefit are primarily for the people
within that community. This is a wide field and we do not pretend to

possess the competence required to handle the whole subject. In what
follows therefore, we shall dwell mainly on the economic implications
of development.

Our view of development - in the economic sphere - implies that
it should be sufficiently broad-based to ensure that its results bene¬

fit the mass of the population. It also implies that one should work

towards a system that assures a "favourable balance" in external
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economic relations*, by favorable we mean that the outflow of re¬

sources*' (in utility value terms) is outweighed by the inflow of

foreign resources. A statement of more general applicability would
be that available resources should be so utilised as to yisld irf the

long-run the maximum social benefit (and not only economic benefit)
to the community : concerned.

ry.v -A ' •. .. ' ' .• . -v. '

Apart from the need to strike a balance in external economic re¬

lations, there is the even greater need to ensure internal balance..

One feature of underdevelopment is the lack of linkages between sec¬

tors and the concentration of economic activities in particular re¬

gions or areas of the country. The development strategy should be
such that sufficient links between the various sectors of the economy

are established - a move towards an internally closed interdependent
system where production satisfies the consumption pattern of the
entire community. This would lead to. the maximisation of the sectoral

multiplier effect. Here, we are not necessarily advocating for the
adoption of the doctrinaire "Big-Push" or "Balanced Growth" approach
to development5 indeed we do not exclude, the possibility of a leading
sector strategy. Whatever initial measures adopted would very much
depend on the resource endowments of the economy, the level and pattern
of utilisation so far achieved. Development planners have inherited

a particular economic structure which they must restructure if this
goal is to be reached.

The development problem therefore is to achieve this end by re¬

shaping existing relationships5 the economic structure and production

relationships and social relationships. It is imperative to know the

x We have something to say later about what constitutes resources.
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existing structure of the^ economy and bow it came to achieve this

attern before the necessary strategy to be followed can be prescribed.
Thij is how we are going to proceed. We begin with a review of fea¬
tures and causes of underdevelopment.

UNDERDEVELOPMENT

These days we hear of the "Third World" instead of the earlier

versions - developing or underdeveloped countries. The term refers to

the countries of Africa, Latin America and Asia. The Third World is
that "League of Poor Nations" made up of communities PRINCIPALLY un¬

touched by modern technology^ the majority of the population relies
on age-old production techniques cbatacterised by a heavy dependence
on manual labor and simple production tools. As opposed to this lagging

technology, one finds that these communities usually have highly

developed social and cultural forms. (forms of culture and social

organisation which orthodox anthropologists label as primitive.' and
all what that connotes).

All these countries have been drawn into the world production system —

via the "First World" of the Western Capitalist Economy* This has led to

a super-imposition of a "modern" life pattern (with or without modern pro¬

duction -techniques) on the basic 'traditional' community. It is this

modern sector that links the countries of the Third World t© the rest

of the world. And then, euphemistically, such countries gain the
status of developing countries - the process of converting the
whole economy into a system of production and distribution along the

$e y
lines of the Western or modern world, it is presumed, has began.

Along with this modern sector comes a corresponding Western social,

x One doesn't hear the terms "First" or "Second World" - but they,
if employed, would stand for the Capitalist 'West' including Japan
and the Socialist 'East' including China.

x x But this in fact, is not "developing". The point is developed
further on.
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cultural, political, moral and religious intrusion. Judging "by the
drift towards the western way of life, some social observers have

■confidently predicted a world with a Uniform culture in the not-tco-

distant future.

We shall not let the "uni-culture world hypothesis" occupy us

Vand such related questions as its desirability or possibility). We
shall dwell a bit more on the present position the 'developing' coun¬

tries find themselves in, and what their experience or relation with
the externa-! 'advanced world' has been. A developing country has come

to lead- two lives;. There is the traditional way of "life led by the

majority of the people in the rural 'area and there is the modern life

; led by the évolués. The latter are numerically small but the importance
.te.; y acquire is out of all proportion to their number. They form the

.link with the outside world. Both at the national and international

level, it is this group that attention is focussed on and state institu¬

tions serve § whose needs other resources are devoted to. Thé tra-li-

. tional rural community exists mainly to support this modern coirr, mity
• that in turn gears national affairs towards the outside world. This

pattern was established by forces external to the economy.

The basic economic characteristic of the Third World country is
the predominance of agriculture (either for domestic consumption pur¬

pose or for export) - not always as the biggest contributor to the

GBP, but as the largest employer of the labor force. A second common

feature is national reliance on the external trade sector-to an extent

and in a manner unknown in the advanced economies. The country exports
minerals and/or cash crops — the use of the term "cash" gives an idea
of the relative obscurity in which the traditional non—monetised econo¬

mic activities are left. These export goods are primary itemè which

undergo little or no processing before being shipped overseas. Most
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of these economies depend on only one or two export items for the

"bulk of their foreign exchange earning. Apart from having only a

few items to sell, those exports go to.a few foreign markets (usual!;
those of former colonial powers). These major takers of their exporte
are also the main suppliers of their import needs (although the.-, im¬

ports' market is more diversified than the.exports' market). Imports

are, by contrast, far more diversified than exports - hut predominant!
manufactured durable or light consumer goods.

The underdeveloped economy has an export production sector that,
over the years, has grown faster than the sector producing solely for
the domestic market. Gradually internal consumption too has come to
have a larger and larger import-content. The net result of these

trends is that the dynamic (and a major) production sector-export

sector - has its motive force determined from outside the economy.

Likewise, domestic consumption is externally-oriented to a very.signi¬
ficant degree. The economies of the Third World, therefore have, their

motive force, that determines how fast they can grow or develop,

externally oriented whereas the.advanced countries have their growth
factors internally determined. And worse still-for .the Third World,
those forces that shape demand for their exports (and hence their
domestic production) fluctuate and have proved to have a secular in¬

clining trend.

One cannot hope to achieve much development in a Third World q. \r

try if the economy is operating in the way described above. On:'1:
efforts will be frustrated further by the following two other charac¬
teristics. First, whereas most, if not all, of the exports are pro¬

duced by the rural sector (or by low-paid labor), the imports are

largely consumed in the urban centre-by the relatively rich community.
Tho urban community exploits the rural community. Income lev'els arb

low (and kept so) in tho rural sector. Labor is rewarded mere in the
urban sector, rural goods are lower-priced. Very little incentive
exists for the' farmer or rural-dweller to diversify into new areas or

to increase his productivity and output. (This more than the social
attractions of the urban area push people out of the villages? coupled
with the hope for a better-paid, easier job in the town).
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The second other factor impeding development - and a cause of

underdevelopment - and acting on the economy in a way similar to

the urban/rural "terms of trade" is the terms of trade between the
Third World and the advanced economies. We all hear and get alarmed
about declining terms of trade for the Third World. This gives the
erroneous impression that at some time in the past the terms of trade
was all right for thé Third World and equitable. Our contention is
that no such equity has ever come the way of the Third World since-
its contact with the western world some five centuries or so ago.

This is an important fact that deserves further elaboration.

Conventional elementary economics names the following facte i s as

operating to fix prices of goods at particular levels s - the cosr in¬

curred in producing an item; some minimum profit margin - especially
when there are not many competitors around; how strong the demand is
in relation to the quantity being offered and so on. We would like
to emphasis the following points: how badly one wants to exchange the
item for something else (money or goods to satisfy other more pressing

-Jneeds) and also how much utility value the commodity holds for the
owner. The lot of the Third World in its relation with the advanced

countries, has been one of having very little or no direct use for
whatever it offers on the international market. And if this same

Third World needs (never mind if the Third World has BEER MADE to need)
whatever is being offered by the advanced countries, then the Thirl
World has no choice but to sell at whatever low price, and to buy -t
whatever high price, conditions will allow. This was the story in the
barter of gunpowder or rum for slaves. This is the story for the

?
exchange of milk and sugar or cars for cocoa, rubber or even oil.

1. Take the case of the man dying of thirst in the middle of a
desert ready to exchange his sack of diamonds for à cup of
water.

2. The present energy .crisis and the unilateral increase in oil
price (quite unrelated to increase in cost of extraction) would
be proof of the poor bargaining position the Third World started
with.
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We should remind ourselves that it Was to secure such favorable

terms of trade that Western Europe initially sought out the Third
World. The European slave trader did not need much rum/schnapps or

gunpowder to persuade a chief to part with a whole tribe captured in
one of the incessant raid3 and battes of the time. And now when the

underdeveloped country wants a decent bus to run a public transport

system, how many tons of ore wouldn't have to be shipped to get the
foreign exchange equivalent. If we compare the difference in the pay

of workers performing similar functions in the advanced country and
in the developing country, we get an idea how cheaply imports are

being had from the Third.World.

Urbanisátion, which began after the colonial contact, epitomises
developments that have taken place in the Third World after the Second

World War and, more recently still, the achievement of formal politi¬
cal independence. We hear of economic dualism - probably we should
be talking of social dualism (or something similar,) to high-light
the contrast in the patterns of life in urban centers and at the

rural level. The evolution of the dual society of the underdeveloped
ouate is an interesting study in itself.

Countries of the West, beginning roughly some five centuries ago

(and for various reasons such as the improved sailing ships, a better
knowledge of the world and navigation, a quest for knowledge, adventure,
prestige, wealth and power) began fanning out round the globe in searc

of new lands to conquer and/or to settle and new sources of supply of
bullion and industrial raw materials. Literally speaking, Europe had
become too small for the growing needs and ambitions of Europeans.
And so, with missionary zeal, new lands were "discovered" but net en¬

tirely for religious reasons. This period established the link be¬

tween the Third t'orld and the West3 the exact relationship between
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these two worlds evolved over time depending on the one hand the indus
trial progress and demands' of the metropolis and the 'resources' and

Conditions available in the new world, on the other,

Re may usefully divide the period since the first contact with

the Rest into three phases (the slave period, the colonial era and the

post-independence or present situation). The first phase was the

slave period. The slave business was bad morally and should still be

satting on the conscience of various peoples. Let us see what else

it was. It turned man into a commodity very much like keeping buffalo
to plow the land etc. To draw a contrast let us observe that an

ordinary worker sells his labor power but does not sell himself while

the slave is not only sold, but sold against his will. And to tin.

European slave trader, it was purely trading business - a very lucre -

tive brie indeed for him.
•

- - ' « • f , • . ; i '■ C • .. :• • . •' y ■'

Where the slaves were taken from, the population suddenly became
dominated by the economically useless class - the old and the infirm.

Societal .life, became, disrupted? there was deliberate destruction of

cultural and social norms? the society came to lead an unsettled life

punctuated by war, famine and epidemics. In effect, therefore, not
only was labor power (which was the main source of generating surplus)
taken away from this society, but production and population declined
subsequently. These blocked any opportunity for technological develop¬
ment as well. The slaves were put to use elsewhere to generate
considerable surplus on plantations. This assured the metropolis of
o steady supply of cheap raw materials with which to develop its capi-
t list system - considerable capital started to be accumulated in the

hands of a few people.

The second phase of the contact with the West, and becoming part
of its production system, is the colonial era. Although the slave
trade was abolished, the division of the Third World among the
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European powers and formal colonisation enabled the nascent câpit '-fut
system to continue to derive the same essential "benefits that were

gained under the slave system. Because they still had access to very
cheap labor. They also paid next to nothing for concession rights
over mineral resources, timber resources or fertile agricultural land.
After all, a colony is a foreign territory acquired (forcibly or

through negotiation or as a gift.') for the benefit of the colonialists
The colony is to provide riches and wealth'for the benefit of the

metropolis. Whatever benefit (direct or indirect) that goes to the
colony through this association is incidental to the system. The
possession of a colony might have provided political glorification
(at the time, at least) but to the colonial power, it was first and
foremost an economic proposition.

With this last point in mind, we shall proceed to find out what
internal changes occurred in the colonies. To help extract the raw

materials needed to feed the new industries in the mother country, t:
organise the colonies into governable units and also to provide an

effective link with the metropolis, the colonial power had to do
some "investments". Por the trading posts created to work efficiently
road, rail and port•facilities had to be established. Some capital
investment was also necessary in some cases to help the actual pro¬
duction units (plantations etc.) and the extraction of the commo¬

dities. Apart from payments made for the cheap labor employed locally
and some small royalty, the produce was shipped to be fed into metro¬

politan factories. If the commodity' was supplied wholly through the
effort of the indigenous population, the monopsony power possessed by
the one or two foreign buyers/exporters still assured the metropolis
of inexpensive supplies. In either case, the surplus generated in
the colony flowed to the metropolitan centre.

This is only one facet of;continuing the link and cementing the
role of the Third T'Orld in the capitalist production system. Such
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direct investment and participation helped in perpetuating the role
created for the Third World. Another aspect of the colonial exporie-uc.;
which was at the time only to help run the system hut now has prove!
potent in the continuation of this role, was the drawing of the It o -

people directly into the systém. This was done in various ways.

Commercial production - especially in agriculture - was introduced
to and taken up hy the indigenous population. Whether these indigo,
enterprises were also run on capitalist lines or not is real ly. he Gi.;e
the point. They still formed part of the emerging world capital let.
system^ they produced to meet a demand that existed elsewhere and

over which they had no control, Another development was the do.,, h ..a:

creation of demand internally for the goods the metropolis, had to offer
This gave the indigenous producer an incentive to continue to produce -

to some extent it discouraged and killed the production of some domes¬
tic consumer goods. It was an equally effective lurb (metropolitan
manufnctures) for others to he recruited, trained (or tamed?) and
utilised in the agricultural, commercial, industrial and administrative
organisations established.

This is the structural distortion (divorce of domestic production
from domestic consumption) of the economy and the primary reason why
the underdeveloped economy cannot develop. And the reason for ur . >r-

development is the unequal exchange going on between the Third World
and the advanced world| the Third World buying dearly but selling
cheaply results in the surplus going to the already developed West -

the surplus needed to develop the Third World with. To develop the
Third World therefore a straight-forward solution would be to marry
domestic production with domestic consumption and retain domestic

surplus production for development. Wot only has this message not
got round enough but there are impediments to its execution.

x Although operating within a general world capitalist system,
most of these enterprises are not run on orthodox capitalist
lines themselves.
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There exists in the Third World system "beneficiaries of the

present arrangement, to wit, the intermediaries established to service
the world capitalist system. They occupy the modernised sector of the

society. A privileged position was created for them "by the colonial

power. They got trained in "he Western-style and were made to accept

the ways of their unfortunate uneducated "brothers as primitive. They
became custodians of the new law, new religion and a new culture and
social norms. They formed part of the new internal administration-v

civil service, police, defence - they in their turn became educationists
and politicians of sorts. They dwelt in the towns and lived on taxes

extracted from the rural communities. They are a by-product of the
colonial experience - but because of the privileged position they
find themselves in the society in which they live, they haye turre -

out to be a good insurance for the continuation of the role pl-'- r,i ],y

the Third World.

By the Second World War, the Western powers had not only succ j-

fully divided the Third World among themselves but had a well-estab¬
lished system working whereby the colonies supplied raw materials ana

provided a market for manufactured goods or a place where excess capi¬
tal coula very profitably be invested. The local Westernised (and
growing) population as we just said, assured continuity of the pattern
established. It is not surprising therefore that when world opinion -

formed by the colonies as well as "other powers" (Russia and the
United States) demanded political independence for the colonies,
this was granted without too much debate or resistance.

Where there has been fear for either this continuity or other
olonial Power interests (settler problem, invested capital,

possible diversion of trade etc.) there has of course been
the long debate, outright refusal or varying degrees of
physical resistance - hence the Liberation Movements, whose
political problems have economic causes.
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So the colonies were granted political independence and politic ~

power went into the hands of local leaders. This brings us to .tie
third phase and our present times. And, if anything, the modernisati^..
process, thought to he synonymous with development continued at an

accelerated pace. For, the withdrawal from the.scene pf the physical

presence of the metropolitan power invaribiy revealed or created gaps
ijj f ; • - ' ' - -

in the system reproduced in the Third World country. The years

following immediately after independence were characterised by attempts
at perfecting and expanding the colonial-inherited system - but to
serve the same purpose as before.

There was no significant departure from the established order. Tb

educational 3ystem continued along the colonial pattern - and produced
bee same results. The civil service (harboring administrators and
br Tucrats). police, army, the legal and the political and constitu¬
tional systems have all remained replicas of Western institutions.

• i ' •• - • •" "• ' • ■ '■ ' ■ g •• •

'
; . . ... . • ... ; . i- ■ *■

Apart from perfecting the machinery they inherited, the new ' ■

also had to fulfil promises made to solicit the support of the c d.

people ("both in the towns and the villages) during the "strug:v.u
independènbe" 5 thd people were promised modern high stands,:.'d. c_

living, Jt Tas 2h trying to meet these social demands ;hat r, _rioi ,

problems inherent in the society evolved so far and the relsiion ....

established with the outside world "became apparent. The means ill-
able-to the governments for the satisfaction of tho countries' not

were far from adequate. The governments had to plan and manage :Iu.<

economy in a more conscious way than tho West had "been used to.

development plans all over the Third World — even going "by their
stated individual objectives - have not bben particularly successful.
Although they would not admit it, planners in developing countries have
applied tools of a particular system to an essentially different system.
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Beckford puts the point this way: "Too often we (Third World social

scientists) view our problems through the eyes of metropolitan

man? an^- our analyses of these problems depend too inordinately or

analytical constructs developed for, and appropriate to, North
Atlantic society but which may be inappropriate for the Third World,'

Plans have tended to dwell on government projects and expenditure ;

plans rarely included the private monetised sector and have impl:. •

citly assumed that the non-monetised section of the community oo<-

would react (in an expected manner) to fiscal and monetary inoént..vel
Even if the portion devoted to the monetised sector were correct

the "national plans" would be only a partial coverage of the entire

economy. This apart, a more fundamental problem is thc> failure to
know or fully understand the nature of underdevelopment and the irnpli
cation of the role the developing economies play in the world econo¬

mic system. It is only a prior appreciation of this role and the

mechanism of the system that can lead to the formulation of a policy
that would solve present problems encountered and pave the way for
a better future for the Third World.

We have said earlier that the role of the Third World is to

provide cheap raw materials, to take manufactured articles and also
to offer avenues for investments for Western capital.. To find or"

the actual benefits and costs to the Third World - in its associa¬

tion with the external world, one has to go beyond this simple pat', r

and try to find answers to such questions as (a) how much of the
GDP is devoted to external trade § (b) how much of government spending
is on maintaining the external trade sectorf (c) (the inverse of (b))
how much of public resources are used up in the sector producing
for domestic consumption! (d) the growth rates of the external aul

31 George L. Beckford in "Persistent Poverty". See bibliography.
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"internal" sectors of the economy (e) the linkage effect of the
external sectorj specifically how does the export sector lead to
the use and development of domestic resources (either for increased
exports or for domestic consumption); (f) technology.andproductivity
differences in the external and domestic sectors of the economy;
(g) the. technological levels in the Third «orId economy xid thé
outside world and whether there is a tendency towards a balanced
development globally or a perpetuation of differential develops...an
rates; (h) where surplus generated in the domestic economy of the
Third World actually ends up (to make increased consumption ■Dcssible
and (i) the price relationship between the traded goods of Lhe In.
World and those of the rest of the world.

It will take us too far afield if an attempt ware made hero r:

answer in detail these pertinent, questions. They can be pu-,
and asked in a general manner. Roes the existing trade pattern
help in the achievement of a rapid and continuous development of the
Third World such as to make a sustained., high and equitably distri¬
buted income to the Third World community possible? Oui" earlier

analysis would of course answer this in the negative. It was not
until the Third World tried to perfect the modern life for the urban

community and also exteno. it to more people that this question Cropped
up as a practical issue. Because it was found that the existing system
did not generate the means to satisfy this demand as fast as possible.
Suddenly export earnings became more important than before; because
the pattern of "development" -- relying on how much could be 1-nortcd -

made availability of foreign exchange a deciding factor. The abi3ity
to export dictates the pace at which an economy grows in the Thir
World of today. Attention is focussed on what can he exportou (cr
what can replace imports). Anything that can serve either purpose ir
an economic resource. What is taken as an economic resource thai --

fore depends on external demand and technology or the internal con¬

sumption pattern moulded along Western lines. Any other np.ti0-.3i.
endowments are of secondary or no importance. Or so it appears-
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■" What has demand for exports from the Third World been? Demand

for the raw materials of the Third World has not heen steadily strong
to ensure a stable or rising foreign exchange earning. The chief
reason is that these raw materials go into production of basic commo¬

dities (food and other necessities) which tend to be income inelastic,
:..:ocfease in demand stems from population increase, and population in¬
creases in the West have been anything but spectacular. To make the

situation worse, more and more of these primary raw materials are

being offered by the developing world (traditional suppliers in¬

creasing output and new entrants into the supply market) so th..
prices tend to fall in the face of a stagnant demand. The pro L o

tien of synthetic substitutes in the advanced countries have also de¬

pressed demand for the developing world's output. One might also
add that the new industries (consumer durables, petro-chemical,
computer-electricial and the service industries) tend to have inputs
not usually produced in the developing countries so that the latter

do not share in the prevailing economic buoyancy of the world. (This
last point explains the relative healthy state of the oil—producing
economies in the Third World). The resultant stagnant or unpredict¬
able and fluctuating foreign exchange receipts have been occuring at
a time there have been rising demands on exchange earnings. We repeat
that the present observed worsening terms of trade only deepens
the unequal exchange phenomenon mentioned earlier.

The balance of payments crises ruling all over the Third World
-.re c product of the unchanging colonial economy being operated in
tr.ore parts. On the one hand consumption patterns are modelled along
lines that necessitate the importation of manufactured goods from the
advanced countries. And, partly stemming from the above, the "low
level equilibrium trap" threatening these economies lod the autl ■:

ties into entering into the industrial activities that appeare .
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keep the economies of the advanced countries on the move - we will
be saved if we industrialise. To help manage the economy., such toe.
as monetary and fiscal measures applied in the advanced economies,

,,re there is much linkage between sectors and there is price res¬

ponsiveness, were utilised. The ensuing inflationary pressures
left the already baffled authorities the more confused. Hastily
established industries with equipment slightly out-of-date wher
wore imported from, equipment with capacities meant to produce
market far larger than the local demand could take) indust-

managed by inexperienced management bodies and relying' on i ,

raw material inputsj these industries could still not produce ;

of sufficient quality and in sufficient quantities to serve V.
small and protected domestic markets.

Industries set up rely on the markets already developed domes¬

tically (through the importation of products from the advanced coun

tries, previously). These markets are small not only because the
physical population size .of the countries may be small, but also
because, the markets cover only the monetised sector which is mainly
in the urban areas. Hot only the capital equipment may be imported
but also the raw material inputs, as well as the skilled labour and
management, requirements of the industry - just because the techno¬

logy and its requirements had previously not "been encouraged to
exist in the underdeveloped economy. The capital for these firme (
for the government) may have buen borrowed abroad and if foreign

private capital, may be part of an international network intent on

jumping tariff barriers and earning short term profits to he re¬

patriated.

These attempts at industrialisation have so far failed f

dependence on the external worlds; previously, only consumer goods
wore imported, but now capital, equipment, raw material inputs, r n

ment etc. have been added tC'import requirements". There has also
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been the failure for those industries to be coins- -the actual grow t..
poles they were expected to be . because they neither use domestic rt

sources as their major inputs nor produce.intermediate inputs i or

other firms (they have all tended to bo final stage assembly or

bottling firms, satisfying only a fraction of domestic domar.
surplus generated by these firms is repatriated or used to servi,0
the mounting external debts. Apart from capital borrowed to bo
used in direct production, governments have sought loans (some at
commercial rates) to build up their economic and social infrastruc¬
ture and have thus aided their bit to the debt burden. At best, it
has been growth without developmentf for a few, not even growth.

All the same, developing countries continue to chase
the ever-diminishing foreign aid. Foreign private capital is courted
on the most liberal terms5 international corporations, with access to
capital far in excess of any average developing country's GDP, are
granted monopoly rights and government guarantee or protoevr-n (g m,1 ■

ment partnership is the latest discovery).. Elaborate feasibility
studies conducted along Western lines - how much profit to be arc a

the internal rate of return, re-ccupment period or break-even pcirt
are a few of the criteria used - are prepared for each project
Development objectives (employment creation and development cf
quality of local labour, the use of new local resources or iuo.Tv-a?-; *
use of existing resources, creation of domestic market for local '

spread effect of the firm to he established, regional balance. -

it provides a link between other firms etc. ) never play a deci
role in the selection of projects. So with all the now industries
dotting the urban horizon, the "developing" country is not developing -

it still retains its mono-culture title. (in reality, it will he
difficult to find a mono cultural economy. Every country cultivates
more than one agricultural good but because of the way the developing
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country is viewed, namely, what it can offer the outside world,
a country with only one dominant (agricultural) export is sail i

'be practising mono-culture. The non-monetised economy will *

"be producing a wide range of other farm goods whose magnitude i._.
never measured and only guessed at if it was found necessary to
mention them at the official level.) See country-studies helow.

It is a firm belief we hold that only a policy that reverses th

externally-oriented outlook - both of the economy and of the other

aspects of the society - that can begin to achieve development. We

only have to pause and take a look at other economies, new happily
members of the Rich Club of Rations, when thoy experienced intense

development. Russia, Japan, China in recent times and also the
United States and Australia — all these are countries that had their

doors shut (not very firmly, in some cases) while they looked to

developing their internal resources. International trado with et;- o

economies that tended to drain off surplus from the developing :

mies was at a minimum or non-existent.

What good docs it do the development effort if governments .. "

only tolerate but actually subsidise foreign monopoly capital1 when
principal aim is to siphon off social surplus out of the o con y?
Or what degree of progress can be achieved if tradition-bound d;

especially foreign owned financial institutions — only çonti -v.

interest themselves in the commercial sector and don't loan out to

direct producers or only at "commercial rates". Research is "US Li' ny
geared towards international academic demands and interests instead

of the development of local resources to meet health, housing, coon

mic, social and political problems anl shortcomings. How much good
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is it when the educational system does not do much more than introduce

one to the norms and structure of an entirely different society? Or
when politicians aim at a reproduction of the Whitehall or White

House democracies without a thought about what the political si- • .

ture of the society had been before or would be best suited t

the political demands of a developing society. Or the ci íj
remains nothing mora than a paper-passing bureaucratic, set--

the army and the police continue to polish and shine boots -,

for .drills and target practice - all very much the same way -

institutions were operated in the colonial era. They admiral: ;

the duties that they were created forj they don't serve devei- j

needs. : policy that has a first call on internal resources for

iovelopment should have drastically modified roles for state as

well as private institutions presently existing in th^:. develop ing
nations. «22 ■- .-I

We are saying in effect that a serious social re-thinking in the
Third World is called for. So far, the Third World has been made to
fit into and contributo to a system the principal beneficiaries of
"bich live outside the Third World - the Third World plays a sub-

. --vient role. A new policy for development which assures retention

of surplus within the society, where production is more and more for
the community's direct consumption and the welfare of the commun!;

not minimised for the. benefit of the outside world - such à dev ~

ment policy ought to he formulated and followed.

The goal should be to move in this direction as early as p-
A study of any developing economy will reveal am least some tree-- -'

the suggested policy (either consciously followed as part of a el

long term objective or only incidentally initiated). The importai,
fact is that there is a wide gap betwen the present externally-. r: 41
economy dominated, in varying degrees, by multinational corporation



and international capital and a domestically integrated developed

economy relying primarily on its own resources. Things cannot

change overnight. However, the transition period can "be regulated
all depending on how committed and involved the government and the

people (all the people) are, how much every activity is geared to¬
wards this policy and how fast existing tendencies and activities

detracting from this national policy are. eliminated.

It is during this transition period that the external sec-

torof the economy will "be important - albeit on a diminishing
scale. Traditional exports (most of which are presently not in
local demand) will continue to fetch foreign exchanges where

ble, more processing of these items should be undertaken ice ï .

Hew lines of exports would be developed. In other words, .er.o-b

composition will change during the transition period, at the eii

of this period, there would have to be a greater volume of 1c: op¬

tically demanded export items. Similarly, the import composition
will change. These changes would lead to a different trade be¬

tween trade pattern which would be based on economic choice and

not as a result of a politico-historical accident.

A stand will have to be taken on the further use of foreign
aid and to use private foreign capital ought to be put to. Such
inflow of capital should be based, among other things on the

following considerations s a) area of intended investment falls
within the development priority| b) it complements or supplements
domestic capital; c) it uses local material or will generate the
use of local material.; d) the technological requirements for the

capital fit into the general technogical development plan of the

economy; e) it contributes to the development of a domestically
integrated economy - supplying other firms input requirements or

expanding the country's consumption hase. In other words, who i
is found necessary to allow in foreign capital, it should
part of an integrated program for development and shcul . .0

bute to the economic development of the country. Its accept' >

should he accompanied by a parallel mechanism that will

the necessary domestic counterpart to take over, if noce so •.

any foreign components - so that in the end the benefits rc c t;

investment will be fully localised.
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The use of such phrases as "domestically integrated c .. !

and "relying primarily on its own resources" - and indeed tin

argument presented so far - leads to the policy of self-centered

development. The achievement of a self-reliant goal does not

necessarily eliminate the foreign sector. In this respect, wo wciild
want to conclude this part of our presentation with a few comments

on economic co-operation or integration policies'. One cannot

envisage an economy entirely self-sufficient. There are hound to

he some activities for which no internal resources exist to carry

them through. There will he needs that can bettor he satisfied

through importation. And if one looks at the way the various
economies of the world are structured, there arc many ways in which
some of the under-developed economies could and should come together

forge closer economic ties - to develop their countries logeto
This in no way is incompatible with self-reliance. The "self"

acquires an economic regional identity instead of being confined
to a single politically defined unit. There will simply he pro¬

jects - depending on the minimum size, nearness of resources as in¬
puts, regional development balance and the markets to he servo; -

hased on any of the following units: village, urban, district,
region^ national or international. In such a case, each country
within this co-oporating economic region will need to take iusoli
as part of the whole region, to enable a self-reliant regional

development program to operate efficiently.

We have presented above what we understand by development, how

underdevelopment came about and the policy to adopt to get out of

it. It was pointed out that earlier attempts at economic develop¬
ment assumed that the Third World could he developed within the

present world economic system that they have been made to form a

part. The role these countries play now precludes any development
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that will brine- í-rr^+cn

an even greater loss of resoLT^ ^ C°^UnÍtÍ°s
An alternative strategy, that seeksVlTT ^ ^
relating donatio production to domestic To ^ *
segments of the national o sumption and takes all-

:—-zlt:I ^—
s^:;rntio:f—« ™-ssuned development poliov +W , "

the industry in the dev 1 ■ ^ b° la°kingX m the developing economics.
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TOURISM s

Before tackling the specific question of tourism in the Third

Porld, attention will first he focussed 011 the tourist business in a

general way. To begin with a distinction should be made between do
3E

mostic tourism and international tourism. It is speculated that

mestic tourism forms about 3/4 °P total world tourism and inter¬
national toptism the remaining quarter.

It is difficult to measure the magnitude of domestic tor - <

accurately and figures available are treated as estimates only?

range is between 400 million ,and 600 million persons annually foe.
the world. In the United States alone, there are more than 300
million domestic tourists and excursionists"*"" annual-ly , ■ The'-phone--
ronon and its magnitude varies between countries but is far more pro¬

nounced in the developed world than in the developing' world, de shall

soon gain an insight into why this is so. Considering the topic of
chis essay3 we shall subsequently devote more attention to inter¬
national tourism in which the developing countries participate moros

Tourism is classified as a service industry. In fact it is
rot an industry - it would bo more appropriate tc call it a sector

-jagged ends interlocking with other sectors or industries,
lho' problem hero is that only one or two of the various components

x . Going by the conventional IUOTO definition, any person who
travels away from home tc stay at another place for more thai*
four hours for the purpose of pleasure,, leisuro, recreation,
spoit, education, health, religion or business and doc's rv '
gage in an activity for which he receives direct remuneration,
is a tourist. If the person remains within the confines of
country, he is a domestic tourist $ if he ventures out of hi¬
es ountry.'of residence, he is an international tourist.

3B£ An excursionist is one who travels for the same reasons as a

bourist but stays at his destination for less than twenty-four
'hours.
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of the tourist sector exist exclusively for tourism. Again we may

refer to another aspect of the complex nature of tourism. It is

more than an economic sector and. is therefore not a simple çuesAon
of economics. After all, tourism moans the recreation of a complete
life pattern for a relatively short period of stay for a transient

population - away from this group's usual place of abode. So we

find that social, cultural, psychological, religious and moral,
political and racial problems form part of a study of this nebulous
tourist sector, tilth those preliminary observations made, wo shall

; :'n our study of international tourism.

■ ..T-AAATIOITAL TOURISM;

Although international tourism has been going on since ancient
time - at that time it was on a very small scale compared to the size

the world population, and restricted to the fortunate rich few -

: ù is only recently that it has grown to he an important aspect of

wprie, economic life. Two major factors have "been especially respon-

I'.-i. lor the recent intense growth; a) the considerable increase in

income of many people in the advanced countries especially since the
Second World War5 b) the introduction of the jut aircraft into com¬

mercial service and more generally^improvements in the transport in¬
dustry. Other reasons adduced for the rapid growth ares (i) modoi
education and the dosiro to broaden one's knowledge of the world -

this drive being particularly strong in the younger generation, (ii)
the pressures- of urbanisation and modern living make a periodic

change of environment necessary, (iii) paid annual leave is becoming
a universal practice in the advanced world; the leave is not only
getting longer but it may even be had twice in a year, (iv) the re ■

lativo as well as absolute decrease in international fore — in an

where price incroaso is the norm; (v) efficient advertising and
remotional work by tour operators and travel agents, (vi) the deli¬

berate creation of facilities in destination countries (the latter
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reasons can "be summed up"'as the commercialisation drive) and lastly
tourism is growing year by year simply "because it is in fashion - "

many people take foreign holidays because it is the thing' to "do,"
they have the means (credit facilities can oven ho obtained so that
one do^s not have to pay all the holiday expenses before embarking1
on the journey).

We realise that tourism is a wide subject and the treatment
of the subject here necessarily hah to. be. suporf.ici.al. in. some areas

in order to leave room for other areas where details or emphasis

should be given - in relation ..to. t.ho aim ofgtho .study., Tourism

covers the following topics a) the tourist, b) the travel agent, c)
the tour operator, d) the international carriers or transportation,

e) accommodation, f) food find drinks facilities, g). tourist attrac¬
tions and h) curio and souvenir shops. Duo account should be taken
of ancillary things as banks, health facilities, immigration, ports
or border points, the economic and social infrastructure! nocds of
the sector and suppliers of inputs of the so-ctor.

THE TOURISTS

There wore as many as 198 million international tourists in

1972. This number is the result of the high annual growth rate of
tourist arrivals of about 10/:b since 1958 (when only 55*3 million w . •

recorded). If the world economic buoyancy — in the advanced coun¬

tries — of the sixties continues, there appears to bo no reason why
the pace should not be 'maintained^ v. forecast for 198O is- put at 325
million arrivals Apart from their number,' there are other charac¬
teristics of the tourists which are of interest — both to academician

and planners or those in the tourist business.

x "International Tourism" in Quarterly Economic Review, Special
number 7 EIU, 1970.
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Wo may consider the major sources of supply - the origin of
tourists - and the destination countries. At prosent, two out of

every five tourists would either he Anorican or Gorman for the

US and West Germany residents make up 40% of tourist arrivals. See
the table below for the genera,! regional distribution of tourist

origin. Europe is well ahead as far as this regional distribution i

International Tourism (1967)

Region of International visits generated
Tourist origin (millions) (%) -

Europe 88.2- 67.4

North America 37.3 28.-6

Latin America & Caribbean 1.1 0.7

Africa 1 .2 0.9

Asia/Australia 2.1 1.6

Middle East 1 .2 0.8

Total 131.1 100

Source : Economic Review of World Tourism, IUOTO, 1970»

concerned. But wo should note that half the population o:l the US

takes a trip annually, most of which although remains domestic, (

could easily have been international if it had occurred on the
European continent - considering the distance covered. The other
point to-note is the preponderance of the advanced world in tourist
arrivals. And if most international tourists aro Europeans and

North Americans, most of them are also likely to remain in Europe
or America for their holidays. Canada and Spain receive, between

them, a quarter of all tourists. The following table gives an idea
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of how tourists have spread themselves around the globe since 1965,
"that are the determinants of this distribution pattern? As far

source of supply or origin is concerned, the discrepancy botw.

Internut ional Tourist Arrivals (1965 - 71) in Millions

Receiving Region 1965 1 966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1C71

Europe 87,.6 98.8 103.6 105.4 115.1 126.2 136..,
Uorth America 19.4 22.2 25.9 22.8 25.1 27.3)

)
5.1)

33.7
latin Ameri, & Carib. 2.7 3.1 3.9 4.1 4.8
a vie a 1 .1 1.3 1.4 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.6

As ia/Aus tral i a 2.1 2.5 2.9 3.4 4.3 5.3 5.3
fiddle East 2.6 2.9 2.2 2.3 2.8 2.8 3.4

Total 115.5 130.8 139.5S 139.7 15431 169.0 181.3

'■oyvce: ÎUOTO

.Dotal is different from proceeding table - data source not iden¬
tical,

advanced and developing countries can bo attributed to income levels

'Tourism is a luxury form of expenditure 5 it is an expensive luxury
fact. The income elasticity of demand for travel or tourism is o

putod to be gi-oater than unity. But we should note that this ^

demand is so only after a certain minimum income level has b c 1

This level would actually be afrange, varying from country .

(cultural or social factors differ and affect expenditure patter:
from group to group within each country. The essential point is
some particular modern living requisites (over and above the mini -

subsistence level) must be satisfied before one begins to think of

overseas trips for leisure and pleasure. As to the choice of destina-

t:. "i, more variables are at play. Accessibility,, basic price as

against the tourist's targeted expenditure and also the facilities

offered by the host country are some determinants'. In theory, every
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•. : untry is accessible ; out combining available' incomo and possiolo
7(31 modos, the nearer the country to the source, the greater th

: :co of being selected. ' Particular interests, unique tourist
attractions and to some extent, the degree of advertising and pro¬
motion can sway the balance in favour of country A instead of coun¬
try B.

The international tourist, wo have hinted above, is like
to be rich even by his country's standards. This was always •

until recently when lower fares end the universality of' the touvi'"'
phenomenon has drawn people less rich who previously would net ...;

thought of taking a holiday abroad, into the international tour is-';
market, It is for the latter reason that Americans are not the

biggest spenders when travelling abroad. The tourist is also more
likely to be young than old.S He is also likely to be a beneficiary
of a fairly long and paid annual leave. ïïe mention those as an in—
..ication of trends and a guide to those who are thinking of a survey

to determine a tourist-sending country.

Before wo move on to another topic, let us examine tho reason

why tourists travel. The majority would soem to be out to relax,
o.wjcy themselves and have a bit of change from their routine life.
, dm Thomas^tolls us that some eighteen motives for travelling can

be grouped as follows;

a) Education and Cultural motives -i) to see how people in other
countries live, work and play; (ii) to see particular sights; (iii)
to gain a better understanding of what goos on in the news; (iv) +-c
attend special events.

x Sir George Young in his book "Tourism - blessing or blight"
See bibliography.

3£x John A. Thomas in "ASTA Travel Hows"; What Makes People Travel.
Sea bibliography.
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b) Relaxation and Pleasure; (i) to get away from everyday
routine 5 (ii) to have a good time 5 (iii) to achieve some sort of
sexual or romantic experience.

c) Ethnic : (i) to visit places your family came from$ (ii) to
visit places your family, or friends, have gone to.

d) Other s (i) weather (say, to avoid winter) 5 (ii) health (e.g.
sun, dry climate, health resorts) 5 (iii) sports (swimming, "boating,
skiing, fishing, sailing, mountaineering etc) f (iv) economy (inex¬
pensive living, occasion to shop cheaply)5 (v) adventure (new areas,

people, experience)1 (vi) ona-upsmanship; (vii) conformity*(keeping
up with the Joneses)3 (viii) to participate in history (ancient toe-
pies and ruins, current history and (ix) sociological motives (got
to know the world). The adventure end exotic experience that

foreign travel promises appeal particularly to the youth.

The Structure of the Tourist Sector. Tihat agents help tourism to
"be carried on? Re may start with the travel agent. Simply, his "•*• -le
is to arrange travels, put a prospective traveller in touch with a

transport firm, arrange accommodation or other 'facilities related to

tourism. It appears that the hoy-days"of the travel agents have just
passed. They were particularly useful when the public was less in¬

formed, when .travelling seemed to require more effort and was not

undertaken lightly. Thomas Cook pioneered the modern function of a

travel agent in 1841 « The company he and his son started is now

principally owned by the British Government, has about 625 offices,
employes 10,000 people around the world and is simply described as a

travel conglómerato.

s. This is modified from Donald Lundberg's "The Tourist Business".
See bibliography.
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been the other way round. The tendency towards vertical integration
and the growing presence,of -multinational giants will be taken up

later.

Wo move on to transport. International tourists aro ç-

by air, by sea and by land (road and rail). The various tr. ol. u:
have dominated travel and tourism - depending on the history

development of each mode. See appendix I for the changing importan o

of the various modes in the US, with time. In terms of being ur r.

extensively in the business, the first mode developed for tourin .

was the ship. Cruises arc becoming papular once mere at particular
areas - say the Caribbean Island and the Mediterranean region. There

„-v famous ships in the business (or-were famous in their days and
are now tourist .attractions themselves) (like the transatlantic SS

rance, SS Queen Mary 2 or Queen Elizabeth 2). Ship travelling is

usually; moro> than a means of moving from one point to anotherp travel
ecomes the purpose, for a ship is fitted out as a floating hotel or

. ort - with emphasis on comfort and luxury. Until the early fifties
distance international travel depended much on the sea. Some

to-, a o of adaptation is being experimented to match the trend - by

organising "fly—and-cruisa" holidays!

„ The real first popular travel mode was the railroads. And

again, there have boon famous specimens in the business (the Orior
the Plying Hamburger, the 20th Century Limited or the Coronation

Scot). The railways appeared in the 1830's, first in .Gritai1:-
was the first node to make travel both cheap and fast. Speed and

comfort increased over time but by the time of the Great bepre", G >

the automobile was sufficiently popular to compete effectively ngai:
trains. In Europe now, trains are still popular and cheap, and thir
is being maintained by improving on speed — diesel, electric and

gas-turbine engines are ensuring "express" service. We note, however :

skat the rail, usually government-owned (some sections are semi-public
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/on. in the US now) j axe not a paying concern, and on the inter¬
national tourist scene aro of loss importance.

Clironologically, the next mode to "be developed was road
transport. Beginnings were nado just "before the 19th century w.
out (in there was no more than about 150 miles paved ■ ad
the US). As assembly line production was introduced, costs c .•
down and .reduction levels soared. Improved models, road huilai'
and increases in family income all contributed to the expansion
the automobile industry. Now,it has changed the life of man.
is the most popular travel mode - domestic or international - but
it has its limitation when long distance (physical, and, the need
to cover it in a short spaco of time) is involved. The car used for
tourism may bo the tourist's or from a car-hire firm cr taxi; buses
and coaches are also used either by transport or tour operating
companies. In international tourism, this mode is of particular
importance in Europe and North America (movements between the US
and Canada and Mexico).

The last mode, and which promises much for the future of
i.nvernational tourism, is air transportation. It combines economy
with speed, there is a considerable degree of comfort and even more
safety as,well. The airplane first made its appearance at the be¬
ginning of this century and the first international commercial fli
(London - Paris) was operated in 1919» World economic recovery
after the Second World "War gave the air transport industry a b
The coming into commercial operation of the jetliners in 195<:'-! '

(Boeing 707 and DC—8) not only doubled speeds but began .the Wevol
ment cf bigger aircrafts; the jumbo 747 and DC-10 are with us-
Supersonics and other "little miracles" like VTOL's and STOL's" ;
going to dominate aviation .in the near future, it seems; but mosn—
while the economics of some of them (the supersonics) remains to
proved.

r. "Vortical - take-off and landing" and"short take-off and landing'
craft.
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In international tourism, wo should distinguish between tue
methods of offering air transports scheduled flights and unscheduled
or charter flights. The world airlines found it necessary to regu¬

late the air transport business and in 1945? the association 'IATA

(international Air Transport Association) drew up its constitution
code of conduct. In 1972, the 107 member association between them
carried about 90 million passengers on regular or scheduled flights,
IATA fixes fares for its members — faros are kept unnecessarily high

to protect loss efficient members or to support otherwise unprofit¬

able routes. Whereas load factor (passengers) has to be over of

capacity for the charter firm to break oven, the average for the
scheduled flight is only 5O.&/0 - nò doubt the latter need at least

government subsidies (42 of then are wholly and another 28 partial!;,,
government owned) and high fares before their accounts are. balanced,
if that ever happens. (in 1971? put together, they were 1250
million in the red). Some IATA members do indeed run charter busi¬
ness (BIDA, Air tours 1 BUA, Blue Sky:; Alitalia, SAM$ Lufthansa, Condor
Iberia, Aviaco).

The charter companies are free from such restrictions as-
3E

scheduled routes, whore to pick up passengers, when to fly and Lev,
much to charge. Such flexibility has been the key to the success of
charter flights s one can bo flown almost anywhere and always at■a
lower cost than on a scheduled flight. And yet they still make mono

because they work close to 100)1 seating capacity. Like the 300 and
4OO soater jets, the charter business is soon as one of the prime
movers of mass tourism.

3E If a rather noisy aircraft is "being used, there will be night
flight restrictions in particular regions.
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Accommodations Accommodation for tlic tourist varies from tho

5-star luxury hotel to a sleeping-bag and tho open air 5 in-between
we find tho hostel, tho motels tho family lodging scheme or pension,
bungalows and flats, holiday camps, cabins and holiday villages,

chalets, tents and caravans etc. There are such improvisations as

nativo huts (strictly devoid of modern amenities or gadgets) castles
and forts and oven caves. What type of accommodation selected will

depend on such considerations as luxury and comfort, expense invol¬

ved, convenience and accessibility to other facilities; but for some

it will be because of tho exotic features or tho adventure that goes

with it (expense and inconvenience bo damned)«

Provision of accommodation is a vital part of the tourist

business - many people in fact think of only hotels and resorts when

tho subject of tourism is raised. Tho availability of■' bodfe 'and foc: s

is usually employed as an index for tho volume of tourism ih a given
area. There were as many as 2.5 million guest-rooms in 1969 in tho
US alone; How York has tho largest concentration of guest-rooms*in
tho world - 117,000. Appendix II offers an idea about accommodation

capacity available in some countries, as at 1969. In terms of sheer

numbers, the US loads by a wide morgin followed by Host Germany,

Britain, France, Austria and Spain. (liote tho varying occupancy rat s

in the different countries),

In tho accommodation business some big names dominate affairs.
Tho biggest name - Holiday Inns - in 197^ had 1,293 hotels and 182,513
rooms! ITT Sheraton and Hilton had 59,600 and 46,5^0 rooms respectively.
All three companies, as well as tho 5 next biggest chains aro American
and are international. And usually, making rooms available for hire
is not tho only business most of those companies handle.

We seem now to have "arrived" at our destination end have se¬

cured accommodation; food and drinks have also to be taken care of.
Many restaurants and bars cater for various tastes; they may be
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it tache d to hotels ; meteis etc cr run as separate entities. The

rst distinction is between local food (or drink) and foreign types,
t is usual for restaurants to specialise in the dishes of particu-

-

a ; .-retries or areas - hence French, Indian, Chinese, Viet Ramose,
Oriental specialty establishments are encountered all over the globe 5

gourmands, have a weakness for food and gourmets, for particular deli¬
cacies - seme entrepreneurs make it their business to titillate th. .

palates fer a profit.

Another rG'quiromont is ground transportation, either in ;

or'frof hotel to resort center. This part of the industry has V..a,
growing firstly bocauso tourism has been growing and because many

tourists who use cars back home seem unable to do without one for tin

short periods they are away from homo. Car rental or car-hire servi¬

ços have their own distinctive notables like Hertz, Avis, Davis
Rent-A-Car. It appears that it is one of the few remaining areas of
th'< tourist business whore small units can stay alive, but the big

:• porator can get people to many more places and sometimes lives on

is reputation.

Some'people go on holidays simply to enjoy the actual travel!-

Vig, especially ship cruise 1 others seek the luxury of a famous hotel
the delicacies of particular exotic cuisines. But the majority

cv:rol for the purpose of visiting a resort or an attraction of a

_:.±c nature. Apart from the sun-sand-and-soa package there are

a thousand and one other tourist features to keep the travelling man

satisfied. Because a person can get bored easily, the tour operator
must include a few of the various attractions on the itinerary - +1
should give diversity and yet somehow he compatible. This has o:^

raged the development of circuits; a trip that touches many x■

either within one country or covering many countries in a regi •'
is indeed a tendency tc prefer these multi-destination tow' b

on charter flights.
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It is tho uniqueno s s of the destination that attracts tcuris'-' -

and particular regions have become world famous for some specific

que attraction. Tho tidoless Mediterranean and the agreeable cV.
of the region has made Southern Europe and North Africa the : - j

popular tourist spot. The Caribbeans combine a tropical sett I .lg --'..d.

insular climate to offer a life of contrast to the lios torn liio
.. f

the US and Europe, East Africa with a geological experience that

has produced the Rift Valley, mountains and lakes, and the pre _.

gamo and wildlife resources makes it possible to go on safari, v.;o r

snow on the equator or bathe among roofs on tho coast. Other places
aro visited for their (orotic) cultural significance, historical, ar--

eheolegical,-religious or spiritual importance.

One fact that studios bring up is how unco-ordinated the

development of tho various facots of the sector are. It is usual, tc

find a .lead/lag type of growth going on. This is because private

volopors discover an opportunity for attracting people or trans¬

iting people to a particular place. It is when the other sections
. o aware of the demand this has created that they react. Thus

very little planning goes on oithor in the private sector or botwoon the
private and public sectors. It is ofton the case that tourist arri¬

vals, at tho tourist peak, would bo far greater than accommodation
facilities available. Beaches get crowded, airports get congest A

pianos and flights are found inadequate and so on.

The luck of planning and co—crdinated offert has led ; 1

of problems in many instances. Por example, parts of the Eponirh
sort region have lost their former appeal as a result of unola'

development which has caused despoliation of the beach and dost ay

tho charm of the natural surrounding with some architectural eye' ....

In parts of tho Tunisian resort, spots, for example, poor sewerage

disposal arrangement and lack of other infrastructure! amenities have

-1 tc loss of appeal. Remedial action has tc be instituted but it

usually corns too late.
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This-lcads us to the rolo of governments or the public authori¬
ties in tourism. In the advanced countries, the direct and active
role was simply that of promoting the growth of the sector - for th
benefit of private developers. But the growing need for enforcing
checks and controls has added.a regulatory role to previous functions,
It is also-"Common practice for a public body to undertake the previ¬
sion of such infrastructure! needs as roads, water, electricity

sewerage end site development. In addition some incentives are given
to attract investors:; we find this more pronounced in the developing
countries than in the advanced countries, a similar difference exists
in the provision of the infrastructure. In the developing countries,
this is likely to be provided free of charge or for a token fee.

The degree of involvement in the tourist sector can bo assessed

by the sise and the status of the government agent in charge of the
sector (semetimes-the importance of the soctor in the national economy-

would scorn to dictate the status). A testimony to government concern

and participation is the existence of the International Union cf

Official Travel Organizations (established in 1934)* Apart from-the
existence of the official tourist bureau whose functions may be Unite

a government influences the sector by its ownership of 'airlines, hctol
or other facilities enjoyed by tourists such as railways and public

transport systems, national parks, museums. * It is becoming fashion,at]
to have government tourist plans in the developing countries which

usually set out government obligation, those plans usually fail !w
indicate the interdependence that exists between the tourist sector

and other sectors, not oven the infrastructure soctor.

The provision of infrastructure! amenities such as public

utilities is one way in which the tourist soctor gets supported. The
tradition around the world is to change fares lower than the economic

price that should be paid for the use of those facilities. One finds
that air transport which is of growing importance in international
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tourism, is a heavily subsidised industry, either aircraft develop¬
ment and manufacture receive government budgetary support or tjie
airline is state-owned. Airport development end maintenance is also

very dependent on the public purse. The railway, system (and the
coaches used in running public transport systems)are all subsidised
industries. The extent of this public support in any one state can¬

not easily bo determined. Apart from these calls on the public

purse, there are the usual exemptions, tame holidays and granting

borrowing rights at concessionary ratos,most likely,from a state
"development" financial institution. The actual cost of a holiday
to the tourist is so low, Young " suggests that the British Govern¬
ment would do well to pa.ck off pensioners for an "all—expense-paid':

holidays, A few other recent developments havo cheapened cost of

tours further.

Ono such development is the growth of charter flights. Thee;
aro flights that do not uso scheduled airline flights, thoy aro

supposed to bo organised for people who do not havo travel as the. ir

main aim - i.o. they aro travelling for a particular purpose. Th. no

is a wide variety of these " but they end up costing less than n r.

regular scheduled flight. Indeed, a.ir faros actually declined, in
absoluto terms between 1960 and 1969 because of the charters and also

the use cf big and fast jet planes. Since international fare forms
about half the total cost of a holiday, it was a welcome development
and attracted more people to travel.

This is the mass tourism phenomenon. The bigger planes re¬

quiring a high seat occupancy rate to cover costs came at a timo

when tour operators were trying to sell tours to more peoplo at

lowor rates. This large number had to be accommodated and there has

boon a subsequent tendency to havo larger and larger hotel units -

s. Soo Sir George Young "Tourism" in the bibliography.

as Package tours ï Escorted or Unescorted tours. Individual or

Group Inclusive tours etc.
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especially in the now destination regions. The need for plain .in.
and to ensure profitability of any particular stage intho whole -

cess g and also the amount of capital (initial capital or operator

capital) involved have led to growing vortioal integration in the
tourist sector. A nano in the travel business may therefore be found
in all the major aspects of the sector - tour operator, airline, hotel
and resort developer. Banks, supermarkets, petrol companies and

governments - they are all getting very interested in the business. It
is quite normal to find one company (probably acting through its

subsidiaries) operating in many countries. The advent of the compu¬

ter facilitates the process. It is increasingly becoming a complex
easiness which not only requires sophistication but substantial

capital. It is becoming the normal proaotico to plan and build an

or tire holiday village or resort : omploying torn planners, economists,
financial analysts, sociologists, engineers, .architects and a host
cf other experts.

The increasing presence of multinational corporations on ib>--

scone should be of concern to now entrants from tho Third íforl 1.

is normal to find a developing country needing the services of an

established export in the field. This could either be an invrtari

to build a hotel or a resort (the Hiltons and Shoratons or Club
Méditerranée projocts dotting all over the Third World) or to prove a:-

management services (intercontinental Hotels or Hallways) or to r.

an agent in promoting tours (tho strangle-hold Blue Sky of British
Caledonian has on tourist traffic to Sierra Leone, for example). Those
giant organisations are out for profit-making while the developing

country has development objectives.

Probably because of errors committed elsewhere, there is more

concern over tho social as well as the economic impact of tourism on

w particular region. Tho vastnoss of tho field and shared facilities
v'ith other sectors) makes a true assessment of the problem difficult,
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The unemployment problem is encountered in many developing country's
urban and rural communities. So one is interested in the employment
creation possibilities tourism has. Although studies have tended to
refer to employment created by hotels (which is not found to bo that
labour-intensive) the tourist sector as a whole would appear to be
fairly labour-intensive. But oven if this is correct, one has to go
a stop further to ask about the characteristics of the jobs created.
There is a high proportion of unskilled or low-skillod labour in
hotels and the supporting industries (waiters, stewards, maids,
barbers, tari—drivers, shoe—shine boys, laundry—men etc,). The pro¬
portion of skilled and high-paying openings is significantly
limited. The seasonality of the sector and its effect on employment
also has to be taken into account. During the off-season, a substan¬
tial number of the employees — mostly from the ranks of the unskilled
category — have to be laid off. These features have serious implica¬
tions, at the personal and social level and also for long-term de¬
velopment considerations.

We might mention the often—hoard criticism of cultural clash
between the foreign visitor and the local residentsj the resentment
of the ostentatious spending habits of the foreigner and the encourage,
ment of immorality-gambling, prostitution and riotous living. Las
Vegas, the rod lights districts of Mexico (Tijuana, Ciudad Juarez,
Wuevo Laredo and Matamores) and other tourist centers are having to
pay a social cost for the kind of tolerance they show. These infamous
zones bring out a particular characteristic of tourism: it is essen¬
tially a local phenomenon. Data relating to annual visitor arrivals ii
the country do not tell the whole story. The information that 7.2
million tourists were received in Britain in 1971 tells us less about
the impact they are likely to make, on the resident population and the
economy, than the further statement that 9Cfjo of all tourists visited
London and in fact 75of visitors to Britain arrive and stay only in
London. But this is not all. Tourism is generally a seasonal pheno¬
menon — there are lean and peak seasons. This seasonality is due to
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two main factors (a) when the potential tourists can leave work to
travel and. (h) the climatic conditions during the various times of
the year. In any case seasonality means that the visitors' presence

is felt more in particular localities and at particular times of the

year. Such concentration has led to studies to find the social and

economic impact of tourism in tourist-destination aroaa. Some economic
effects may he seasonal unemployment (or at tho othor ond, influx of addi¬
tional labour force from outside the region during the peak season)}
seasonal price fluctuation or inflation and unstable level of economic

activity during the year.

Available information on the degree of saturation of tourist-

destination regions relates to whole countries and not the specific

regions of these. The point is brought out more clearly in tho case

of tho small island resorts. (Soo the following table on degree of
tourist concentration.) Here, tho population is not just small but
the area is small enough to bring tourists and residents together more.

It is obvious that over-crowded resorts may lead to a fall in visits
in subsequent years. But the public authorities should bo more worried
about the effect over-crowding is likely to have on the local popula¬
tion - especially whore tourists can outnumber local residents. The

country so affected oven runs the risk of losing its national identity,
Thero aro those who see tourism as a necessary evil. In a contribu¬

tion to tho development of tourism in Tanzania^ President Hyorcre is

supposed to have made the suggestion that tourists should bo encouraged
to visit tho country but they should bo isolated. Is that practicable
and is that a wise thing to do?

Tourism seems to have a motive power of its own. It has over¬

whelmed some regions with its presence and peculiar characteristics.
A few countries have tried to withdraw from it - Cuba, par excellence -

more are groping for the means to contain it. Lot us now turn to tho

developing world and tourism development,
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DEGREE OF SATURATION IN SOME TOURIST DESTINATION COUNTRIES

Country-
Tourist nights per Tourist density (Tourist nights
100 residents per square mile per annum)

Bermuda
Bahamas
Monaco

(London
Austria
Malta
Switzerland
Luxembourg
Lebanon
New Zealand
UK

Spain
Italy
Israel
Jamaica

Cyprus
Yugoslavia
San Marino

Fiji
Hong Kong
Belgium
Denmark
Greece
Tunisia
France

Singapore
Morocco
West Germany
Kenya
UAR

3,249
2,785
1,667

855
798
630
333
267
206
181
172
156
127
124
121
117
105
t05
101
74
71
71
69
68
66
59
46
28
22
14

78,918
1,120

800,000
98,000)

1,846
16,473

1,312
800

1,360
49

1,026
263
529
450
589
200
228
869

73
7,306

585
206
120

76
157

53,876
40

171
11

5

(H)

(H)

(H)

(H)

(H)

(H)

¥T derntes that only nights in hotels have been used in the calculation.
Source : "Tourism, blessing or blight?" Sir George Young
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PART' II: TOURISM IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

Those people interested in the fortunes (mere likely to he

misfortunes) of the Third World can trace distinctive phases since
the Second World War in the "development process"5 each phase empha¬
sises a specific need, problem-or factor as holding the key to>de¬
velopment; each phase had its theoreticians as well as practiti on ï ;

Thus there have been periods when increasing export earning- (tc «

tain more foreign exchange) was seen as the key to development5 3

also were periods for increasing capital (foreign aid or fôrei/'ii

private capital, because it was felt, internally, the economy wan

'Incapable of amassing enough savings to finance development, evo, ) r

industrialisation, as this involved more productive methods than
those employed in the traditional agricultural sectorç modernisation

agriculture, because that is where the bulk of the labor force is
ngaged and any improvement there will not only be having extensive

repreeussions but will spread development benefits most among the

people 5 import-substitution policy, to cut down reliance on imports
..rd so on.

The séarch for means of lifting developing countries out of

their miseries continues because the previous remedies did not cure

-lady of underdevelopment5 at best, they were palliatives only,
and thus a recent cure- proposed is the development of tourism for

'any country that feels it has the potentiality. As pointed, out

before, world tourism is growing fast3 the past performance has beo~--
a sustained high growth and if present conditions continue, an equal

high fixture growth is the forecast. The argument goes on to p^'ii t

out the developing world's growing need for fore'ign exchange and t.a

proven inability of its traditional exports to meet the total dot.:en1,
for foreign exchange. In parentheses, we are warned that generous

foreign aid given in the past cannot be counted upon to fill the
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growing gap so created. International tourism, and receipts derived
therefrom, is not subject to any of current world trade's restrictive
measures. So much for the assured inflow of foreign exchange earn¬
ings. On the domestic scene itself, the actual operation of the
tourist sector has a very salubrious effect, the argument assures
us further.

Beoause of the many-sided nature of tourism, it can he a growth
pole. "A viable tourist trade would stimulate investments in trans¬
portation, accommodation, food industries and in the development
of materials or attractions which tourists would pay to acquire, use
or see".* The document, from which the above quotation comes, goes
on to enumerate other benefits: tourism tends to distribute develop¬
ment in favor of undeveloped areas of the country; tourism has a
multiplier effect, it creates conditions that lead potential investors
to participate not only in the tourist sector but in other fields;
it creates tax revenues for the public treasury; it also creates em¬
ployment.

The developing countries are shown to be doing well in the world
travel trade, World tourism (receipts) grew at 10.2$ per annum dur¬
ing the last decade, but receipts of the developing countries (ex¬
cluding Spain) were growing at an even faster rate - 11,1$, so that
their share of the trade increased from 17.6$ in i960 to 20.0$ in
1968 (we should bear in mind that these are gross receipts). The
share of the developing countries in world export trade however has
been falling (from 15.4$ of the world total in i960 to 12.2$ in 1968 -
that is, excluding pertroleum exports). Indeed tourism has grown so
fast in particular economies of the Third World that it has assumed
the leading or a leading role in these countries viz Kenya, Tunisia,

3T

Extract from government's "Policy Paper on Tourism in Ghana".
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Morocco, Mexico and. Thailand. The following table sets the perform¬
ance of the tourist industry against specific indicators in the

economies of some developed and developing countries.

The figures in the table reveal the considerable reliance c.a

tourism already achieved in some developing countries (Spain, Malta,
Mexico, Barbados and Jamaica). It also reveals the growing import¬
ance of tourism in others - such as Tunisia, Morocco, Kenya, Yugoslavia
and Portugalc

It is interesting to note that the figures quoted earlier about
the share of the Third. World in world tourism only tell a small part
of an involved story. Por one thing, the regional distribution within
the developing world is not an even one. Indeed there are areas

that stand out as Canada and Spain do as pointed out earlier. Mexico

alone, in 1968, accounted for 4Vf> of the total receipts going to all
the developing countries. One finds also that the present popular
destination spots are the Caribbeans, Worth Africa, East Africa and
the South Seas. Although some of these areas are "traditional va¬

cation spots", other new areas have emerged as important resorts

through deliberate campaign and promotion. Thus such hitherto "un¬

known" tourist countries as Ivory Coast, Senegal and Gambia have
been registering considerable progress (tourist arrivals in Senegal
and Gambia increased between 1970 and 1971 by 47$ and 20QF/0 respective!;-)

We should recall that Africa's share of tourist arrivals is "till

small, about 1.4% in 1970 (2.6 million arrivals in 1971 out of a total
of 181.3 million tourists). Tho table on pago 49, which confirms the
above statement, indicates the distribution of gross tourist receipts
in the various regions of the world. Africa's share of receipts
was 2.,y]o in 1970. It was suggested earlier that nearness to major
centers of tourist origin was the main factor influencing where
tourist went, coupled with the facilities made available for their
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Receipts from tourism (travel credits) in relation to other credit
items in the current "balance of payments of selected countries 1961,

1964 and 1968

(Percentage shares)

Receipts from tourism as percentage of:

Total receipts on Exports of goods Exports of
current account and services merchandise

1961 1964 1968 1961 1964 1968 1961 1964 1968

/no s

laited States
icLeral Republic of
Germany

nitod Kingdom
thorn Europe
pain
alta

ortugal
coece

yprus

rrkey

sloping countries
sxico
arhados

'

Q-

lisia

■;{■■■•

igpslavia
r n e 1

. 0 ago

"t . Jxu

(ik. Î- fc> t r 1
>vlon
ill a

16.4
14.8

0 0

11.1
7.1
2.9

3.2
2.7

22.6
15.7
14.1
11.0
7.4
3.1

3.2
2.6

22„4
13.6
11.6
9.5
5.7
3.3

2.9
2.7

16,9
16.4
13.1
11.8
7.4
3.0

3.2
2.8

23.'5
16.9
14.1
11.5
7.5
3.1

3.2
2.6

23,2
14.5
11.8
9.9
5.9
3.3

2.9
2.8

22.5
25.6
18.9
18.4
10.8
4.4

4.0
4.5

35.2
26.1
20.5
17.7
11.0
4.7

4.0
4.2

[ÍT.

34. I
O C-T

• J

17.0
14.6
8.5
5.3

1967.

24.9 35.9 30.9 28.0 41 .2 35.0 50.7 91 .4 72,7
2.9 4.0 12.7 3.4 4.8' 16.3 29.8 28.5 67.8
4.9 11 .8 12.5 5.4 13.0 14.9 7.0 20.0 25.2

10.4 11.3 10.1 13.6 14.9 12.6 26.6 29.5 ^:
6.1 2.2 7.3 7.3 2.5 7.3 17.8 5.5 16 • 6
1.2 1.3 2.8 1.4 1.4 3.1 1.9 1.8

" A
<-•- 0 0

38.1 38.4 45.5 38.4 38.6 46.0 66.3 66.8 90.9
• • 21.0 25.3° 0 m 22.4 27.0° 0 0 46.8 56.8

13.9 12.1 21 .0 15.0 12.9 22.0 23.0 20.0 39.7
1.5 5.5 13.9 2.0 6.1 16.0 3.3 9.5 28.5
4.5 9.4 12.0 5.0 10.1 14.3 6.9 13.8 19.7
0 0 6.2 9.9 0 • 7.5 11.2 # 0 12.1 19.5
2.5 5.5 9.3 2.7 5.2 9.8 3.5 7.6 14.9
3.9 5.4 6.0 7.2 8.1 8.2 12.7 15.8 14.9
• 0 • • 5.5 • 0 • 0 5.8 • 0 0 0 6.6
9.3 13.1 5.0 21 .1 24.5 12.4 82.4 91.1 32.3
1.4 1.6 5.0 1.4 1.7 5.4 1.6 2.1 9.1

• • 2.3 3.8 0 0 2.4 3.9 0 0 2.9 4.6
0.6 1.4 3.7 0.7 1.6 4.1 0.8 2.0 5.5
0 0 1.8 3.0 • 0 1.8 3.0 0 0 2.5 4.2
0 0 2.6 3.0 2.6 2.8 3.1 3.8 3.1 3.9
0.7 1.2 2.0 0.7 1.2 2.0 0.7 1.2 2.2
0.5 0.4 1.7 0.7 0.5 1.9 1.0 0.6 2.6
• 0 0.6 0.9 0 0 0.6 0.9 0 0 0.7 0.9
0.2 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.3 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.9
0.4 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.5 0.4 0.4 C r

1.7 1.5 0.3 1.9 1.7 0.3 2.3 2.2

. for each grouping in descending order of the sh a . c : '

its from tourism in total receipt:s on current acc'.u y

and services plus private and of i icia'l transfers .
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REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OP GROSS EARNINGS PROM TOURISM (1965-1971)
$ million

Region 1965 1966 1967 i960 1969 1970 1971e

Europe 7,140 8,034 8,280 8,820 9,300 10,800 12,400
North
America.

L. America
& Caribbean

2,070

87O

2,376

980

2,860

1,110

2,680

1,240

3,050

1,500

3,500

1,700
5,500

Africa 220 270 280 290 360 410 470

Asia/
Australia 480 580 700 760 910 1,20c 1 ,200
Middle East 25O 270 190 230 280 280 '

0_V" 1*

TOTAL
RECEIPTS 11,030 12,500 13,420 15,820 cs 00 17,890 19,900

Source 5 IUOTO
1971s estimates.

use. In recent times, transport cost, which usually forms about 50.Of-
of the total expenditure of the long-distance tourist, has declined
absolutely and even more so in relative terms. This has made travel

to farther places oheaper. As the load factor increases on these

routes, and as bigger planes come into use as well, cost per passen¬

ger mile is likely to fall (or improve in relation to other routes)
and such a development increases the competitiveness of distant

tourist resorts.

The following set of tables indicates what is happening on the

Afridan scene as far as tourism is concerned. The first table deals

with tourist arrivals. /The numerous brackets (indicating estimates)
should draw attention to the accuracy of figures relating to tourism
as a who l£/. On a regional basis, North Africa is the most important
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AFRICA: Tourist Arrivals 1970, 1971

; K.tb—■:r.*ô#
j

ion Foreign
•",/ 1970

Visitors Increase
1971 in per Country"

cent

Foreign
I97O

Visitors

1971
Increase
in per
cent

: . <! ; • •.

; ■ A 766,367 2,206,312 25
Central
Africa 71,750 99-207 38

136,000 250,00o*'5"* Cameroon (20,000) (20,000)
-A.-•A: ',•••.C-:. 746,957* 823,259* 11 Central A.

Rep. ( 1,800) ( 2,000)
Tunisia 410,749 610,000 49 Chad ( 5j0C0) ( 6,000)

0•Hh=\ 76,621**: 133,297** 74 Congo ( 1,500) ( 1,500)
Egypt 357,661 428,053 12 Gabon ( 5,108) ( 6,400)
Sudan ( .5,000) ( 20,000) Zaire 38,348 63,30'

Eastern
Africa 881,633 1,163,773 32

West
Africa 231,439 260,539 21'

Ethiopia- 53,187 64,000*** Nigeria (25,000) (40,000)
Somt. lia ( 1,000) 1,037 Togo (15,000) (16,000)
■7-

.

343,500 414,200 20 Dahomey (11,000) (11,000)
I -a;.-:;, 80,400

( 5,000ï
88,400 10

( 5,400)
Ghana

Ivory Coast

35,084
44,826^

65,199
48,820^

86

9
.■ Lira iJ.j. (20,000) 23,898

;"1 - •
: ; -• • . 79,020

19,806
(92,000) 16
19,203

Sierra
Leone (12,000) (12,000)

v<: " :j .c< 6,970 70,352 50 Upper Volta
'

4,331 6,369
>0 . i":.v ÍiC_ 000) (10,000) Niger ( 1,500) ( 1,500)

Table continued on following pag.

-ip

:.,x ."ith cruise passengers the totals are 852,475 in 1970 and 915,000 in 1971
3Í3E Arrivals at hotels.

qgEX Previsional figure

_1J Arrivals at hotels in Abidjan.
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,ble continued....

region Foreign Visitors Increase in „ , Foreign Visitors Increase
ountry 1970 1971 per cent 0Un 1970 1971 in yen

cent

tern
ica 881,633 1,163,778 32

West
Africa 213,439 260,589

ziland

otho

agascar

ritius

(150,000)
( 25,000)
( 20,000)

27,650

216,000
45,000

(24,000)
(35,000)

Mali 6,698 ( 7,000)
Senegal (51,000) (75,000) 47
Gambia 2,300 7,000 200

r African
[ntries 1,245,979 1,530,098 23 Mauritania 19,700 16,900

th
Lea

Dla

imbique

385,896 458,059 19
81,013 95,129 12

415,000 583,000 40

Rhodesia 364,070 393,910

Total
Africa 4,164,168 5,259,984 26

Source: EC0S0C-ECA E/CU.14/TRÂHS/94
EB: Figures in brackets are estimates
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HOTEL CAPACITY IN AFRICA (Beds or Rooms)

>

(Africa total by 1970 321,161 beds?)

b-Region Beds Year Rooms
Sub-region Beds Year Rooms

Country & Country

rth Africa 170,690 Central
Africa 10,889

geria 29,795 1970 Cameroon 3,330 1972
rocco 36,000 1972 CM 364 1970
nisia 52,000 1972 Chad (810) 1972 450

bya 7,395 1972 Congo (774) 1568 430

ypt 44,000 1970 Gabon (1,000) 1972 56O
dan (1,500) 1972 Zaire 4,611 1972

stern West

rica 33,455 Africa 15,927

hiopia 2,832 1971 Nigeria 2,200 197O
malia (200) 1971 Togo 513

nya 14,058 1972 Dahomey (270) 1967 150
anda 2,375 1971 Ghana 1,870 1971
anda 410 1971 Ivory Coast 6,440 1972
rundi 357 1971 182
nzania 5,483 1972

(670)lawi 1,050 1972 Upper Volta 1972 372

mbia 2,509 1972
(350)

Niger (540) (300)
tswana 630) 1972 Senegal 1,800 1971
aziland (742) 1971 412 Gambia 1,000 1971
sotho 675

,
1972

dagascar (1,176)" 1072 930 Sierra Leone 374 1972
uritius 1,018 1971

her African
untries 90,200 Mauritania 250 1972

uth Africa 63,700 1971
gola (9,400) 1971 5,223
zambique (7,400) 1970 4,131
lOdesia (7,900) 1968 4,400
.mibia 1,800 1968 1 ,000

lurce: ECOSOC-ECA E/CN.I4/TRANS/94
Of international standing, while the total hotel capacity is about 2000 rooms.

B.: Figures in brackets are estimates . Figures not available for countries
■ omitted such as Liberia, Guinea, Mali, Equatorial Guinea.
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tourist destination area on the African continent, followed by East
Africa. Attention is drawn to the relatively heavy tourist traffic
to Southern Africa (Mozambique, Rhodesia and South Africa).

The other table relates to accommodation - in terms of he u

capacity - available in particular year s for some African cot ...

Although thy figures in the table are not for the same year, wî o:
see that half of the capacity created in Africa were concentreAcA ..

North Africa. Southern Africa appears well-endowed too, espoei:
South African Republic which has the largest country count in . A or

(with 63,700 beds in 1971)•

Equally interesting are individual country plans for accomntc-
• tiro expansion and other developments in the tourist sector. As

usual the ïïorld Bank and its affiliates are around to direct and help^
finance some of these "development schemes" - so are other interna-

nal financial institutions, both public and private. By 1972,
Aie ïïorld Bank and IDa had financed tourist projects to the time
- ? *30.4 millionj another $404 million was expected to be disbursed
r the ïïorld Bank group for the same purpose bet-ween 1972 and 1$76
Aïïi m countries which have benefitted so far include Morocco,
Cunisia, Kenya, and Uganda. The UÏADP too has been contributing its
quota to the tourism cause (three wildlife projects, a training in¬
stitute - in Tunisia - and by attaching tourism experts to their
offices in Senegal, Lesotho, Morocco and Kenya. The government r-

France, U.K., U.S.A., ïïest Germany and Sweden have been active;^ x 0 -

moting the tourist sector too in Africa. In addition, there ore A
international hotel chains and other financiers who have interest".-"
themselves in hotel and vacation centre developments.

It appears therefore that Africa is braising itself up for JA -

future expected tourist influx. Unfortunately information on future
plans relate more to the accommodation industry - we shall name a few
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of these to serve as a pointer to the volume of expansion eavisaged.*
There is a ten year plan 1973/82 for Egypt which envisages the addi¬
tion of 100,000 beds to the existing 44,000 ( 1970) capacity. In Tunisia.,
about 35,000 beds are to be added to existing capacity under the
country's 1973-76 program. Tourism, together with agriculture and
manpower training were declared the priority areas under Morocco's

3-year 1964/67 and 5-year 1968/72 Plans. The current national plans
of the East African states (Kenya 1970/74, Tanzania 1971/76, Uganda
1971/78 and Zambia 1972/76) pay similar attention to tourist develop¬
ment. Considering their past negligible performance level in this

sector, Rest African states are new showing even more enterprise,
especially Senegal, Ivory Coast and The Gambia,

The following table is the summary of the expected investment
in the tourist plant in Senegal (as contained in that country's current
1973/77 IV Plan). For the 4-year period plan a maximum of 5640 rooms

are expected to be added to the existing 2150 rooms. The 78OO rooms

in 1977 are needed to accommodate a possible 180,000 arrivals (in 1972,
69,446 tourist visited Senegal, and their number is projectv^d to be
110,000 in 1974). Rot only is tourism accorded a priority position,
but it is expected to contribute in an importent way to the improvement
of the Senegalese employment situation, a bank that specialises in
tourist financing (like C0FIT0UR of Tunisia?) is expected to be esta¬

blished. A company specialising in tourist transport was formed in

1972 and by 1977, 36 buses (with a total capacity of ever 1700 seats)
would have been acquired. Brash programs for training the required
personnel have been drawn up and a new hotel and tourism institute is .

to be added to present training facilities,

Ue would new like to focus attention on the economics and the

tourist plc.ns of throe other ' Rest African states, namely Ghana,
Sierra Leone and Liberia,

See "Tourism in Africa - 1972" EGA document in the bibliography.
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SUHILahi : REGIONAL DISTRIBUTION OF PLANNED INVESTMENT III THE
'

-
-

; .

.•"v-

TOURIST SECTOR IB SENEGAL (IV PLAN 1973/74 - 1976/77). F CFA Millions

Region Total Cost III Plan 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76 1976/77 Total IV' Plan

Cap-Vert 13,325 525 3,363 4,865 2,800 1,772 12,800

Superstructure - 525 3,363 4,865 2,800 1,772 12,800
"T" vi -py> o C? "4" T*1 1 f* "4"1 1 7*0

, )

Xxii i &s uruo ti U.X tJ

Casamance 3,765 mm 25O 1,330 85O 25O 2,680

Superstructure 1,680 M* - 1,080 600 - 1,680
Infrastructure 2,055 — 25° 25O 250 25O 1,000

Fleuve 147 4° 107 — — — 107

Supe rs truc ture 147 40 107 - — T 107

Infras true ture — — — — — •"
—

East Senegal (70) — — (7°) - — (7°)

Supe rs truc ture (35) - — ■ (35) — — (35)

Infrastructure (35) - •— (35) «•*
— (35)

Sine-Saloum 961 58 381 322 (200) - 903

Superstructure 511 58 381 72 —
— 453

Infras true ture - (45°) — - (250) (200) — (450)

Thiès 4,235 — 1,785 1,680 300 260 4,025

Superstructure 2,75° — 1,300 1,45° - — 2,750

Infras true ture 1,485 — 485 230 300 260 1,275

Total T
— 5,886 8,197 4,150 2,282 20,515

Superstructure - 623 5,151 7,467 3,400 1,772 17,790

Infras truc ture — — 735 730 750 510 2,725

Optional projects 8,250 78 - 1,000 2,070 3,070

Superstructure 8,100 78 - - 1,000 2,000 3,000
y f

Infras truc ture 150 — — — — 555 635

Grant Total (including 4,837 24,150
optional projects) — 701 5,886 8,277 5,150

Supers true ture — 701 5,151 7,467 4,400 3,772 20,790

Infras true ture -
- 735 810 750 1,065 3,360

Source ï (Senegal) IVe PLAN QUADRISBNAL 1973 - 1977
NB: Superstructure': Hotels, resort villages, holiday centres, site development etc.

Infrastructure: Road3, aerodromes, water, electricity, telephone etc.
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Tourism and Ghana,-

Ghana, an .ex-British colony, has a population approaching

9 million in an area of 92,000 square miles. It is claimed the.
the country has a reasonably good documentation system (with -

Central Bureau of Statistics in charge) hut to date data v ' r

degree of reliability relate only to the monetised sector, , o

although agriculture is the most important sector in termo. c. c. « -

put and employment, thé quantity and value of non-coir o. ore Ir !
rather non-export) produce are unknown, neither does one kne
number of people engaged in their production. Of paid labor, , ■

fore, agriculture (including forestry and fishing) engages sl.i ' u

more than 15/< of the available manpower. The bulk of the agricul¬
tural (and indeed, the total) labor force is in the subsistence or

traditional sector.

The principal agricultural crops (production levels) ax-e indi¬
cated in an appendix. (Appendix III), Recent improvements have
been over poultry and fish production - except that the momentum

seems to have died dawn. Currently, rice production in the Northern

part of the country is recording considerable successes. But prclab¬

ly of greater importance in its long-term effect, rather than
current impact on production, is the campp.ign being conducted

(named Operation Peed Yourself) to bring the country to a level c '

self-sufficiency in food requirements. The importance of increasi -

domestic food production can be judged by the stringent import
trois imposed on food importation (in spite of tíhich food . •

remain substantial) and the perennial food shortages experience. I
the country.

x The Bureau, seems to be grinding to a halt; a; dis-satisfied sir.if
showing greater propensity to quit, and the consequent deere.sir ;

output of the Bureau.
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The next sector that we shall consider is the external sector.

Ghano, like the rest cf the Third World, exports the "bulk of 3 to
traded produce in the unprocessed form. Thus cocoa beans, the
principal export item, made up 5of total exports in 19^9 • The
other major timber and minerals are also exported in the primar
form. Imports take the usual form - manufactured products,
durable consumer goods (food, drink textile etc) form abou'
of imports, durable goods about 5/, capital equipment art
another 30% and raw materials, 40% (the present large sb> »

latter is a result of earlier industrialisation effo.r -

back to 1962 - which have called for rising imported inputs'.

It is the belief that the external sector is growing in
lute as well as relative terms5 the true picture cannot be cap¬

tured by a look at published figures because on the export side,
unti-L. two years ago (and that may be coming to an end again) mort

goods had to be exported to realise the value obtained due to lower

price. Still on the "credit" side, there has been restraint re¬

cently to accept or seek loans (which soon fall due for repayment
and eat into reserves). On the import side, import licensing and
controls imposed about a decade ago keep imports artificially lew —

there are less imports flowing into the country than would set f,
actual demand. Also all debt obligations are not being honored-
rescheduling and postponement of loan payments as well as large sums
of blocked profits, personal income and other accounts due

for repatriation (there is in operation a strict foreign exch* •

control regime).

The chronic balance of payments problem is a result of t

present structure of the economy. A significant proportion of
domestic production (about 20%)* is exported., and the count.',, f
no or very little control over prices and other market condition;- .

x See Ghana GÏÏP figures in the attached appendix. (Appendix Jf)
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They are "based on imported rat,; material input as a rule, so il t
although their share of the GDP has gone up, they still fail to
cause a reduction of the "bill. Other factors contributing to the
crisis in the external account, apart from poor terms of trade, are

increasing food demand and capital imports. One only has to,examine
the items making up the GDP, their origin (whether domestically pro¬

duced or imported directly) and their relative weight of the total
GDP. If we look at the appendix for the Ghana GDP, vc see the consi¬
derable weight oxorted by Private Consumption expenditure.
further appendix (Appendix ï) is attached which breaks down private

consumption. The components reveal a better picture of the reliance

on imports-domestic consumption depends to a large extent on the

external world, (This production and consumption.pattern Tits oui

description of an underdeveloped economy hampered by a fum,.~.ion '...!
structural distortion. Á similar condition prevails in both
Sierra Leone and Liberia and we shall not make any derailed ex mira¬
tions when we get to those economies later.

Economic regions have emerged in Ghana (and also in Sierra Lee ;

and Liberia) influenced by external economic forces. The coastal
area and mineral—bearing areas >12 well as the forest .areas :me"a

cocoa and timber are obtained are the regions drawn directly ti t»:

the modern sector (southern portion of the country). The coaetal
towns served as administrative centres or ports and terminals. Be¬

cause of better infrastructural ondoVThments the industries tend

to be concentrated in the south too. 'The country seems to be in need

of super—human efforts to got industries going elsewhere - ritno s

the headaches of the Bolgatanga Koat Factory or the Pvalugu and Tenchi
Tomato factories!) The Northern part and pockets within the southern
section have the role of supplying labor and food to feed the urbanised

and "industrialised" population; these labor and food supplying
areas are the depressed regions of the country.
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¥e may note that over the years, there has beer; • -

dual "build-up of medium and high-level manpower (more of
them are needed, we hasten to add). The state controls
mines now5 the central hank has a firm control over the

financial sector (although foreign hanks and insurance com¬

panies operate along side Ghanaian-owned financial institutions

Many of the large manufacturing firms are fully or partially
state owned - again, one cannot fail to notice the presence

of the various tentacles of Unilever International. Most of

these firms can use local raw materials if their various heads

of department apply themselves to it. The Agricultural Bank,
the Commercial Bank and other credit sources are acquiring
the experience and expertise in extending credit to areas ou+-
side the traditional business regions (commerce especially/.
In the distributive sector, a deliberate'policy of Ghana;.-.a
and state participation hás been pursued for som-:; timo ; ow.

In other words, some foundation exists for the opor tio ;

of a self-reliance policy. Indeed the present leadership a

issued as its development strategy, Self-Reliance.Mi.
points raised about the economy before announcing the ,. c ii--

imply that self-reliance is the cure to the external imb lano.:

Unfortunately, external imbalance is a manifestation ox i

nal imbalance which is the heart of the matter. If, in our

thinking, we remain at the external imbalance level, then any

development that improves the balance of payments position
would be welcome. Indeed, there has heon a move to improve the
invisibles account which cannot he anything but a negative
item. There is enough problem getting the balance of trade

right. 'The level of development in the developing economy and
its trade and other external relations with the advanced coun¬

tries are suoh as to put the invisible account in deficit. One

example of this is the travel balance of payments. Appendix VI

x See Ghana Government publication "Self-Reliance" - 1;
bibliography.
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shows the position in Ghana since 1966. Such persistent deficit
is likely to start the'thought of getting people INTO Ghana to

redress thé balance. For it would seem that tourism could achieve

this. See the next appendix (Appendix VII) which shows how t ' .

situation is in somo major tourist-destination countries. It was

partly in aid of such a goal that tourism has been given a boost

recently.

TOURISM IN GHANA. The tourist sector in Ghana is still ï

Government has since 1960 been interested In the develop . t

sector but no effective measures were taken in this d'irootic a

throughout the 60's, the official body in charge (The Stat.
Tourist Corporation) had little influence on the sector - uxtll
about two years ago. Since then a purposeful and sustained ir tv

ment and control of tourism 'in the' country is being carried cu" -

PERFORMANCE OF THE TOURIST SECTOR IN GHANA

YEAR TOURIST ARRIVALS TOURIST RECEIPTS (/)

1968 66,131 1,918,888
1969 31,084 4,887,506
1970 35,486 4,525,902
1971 65,199 5,107,974
1972 62,381 7,566,339

SOURCE: GHANA TOURIST CONTROL BOARD

The table shows that arrivals and tourist receipts are

growing-figures for earlier years are not available. The

growth in receipts is attributed to a gradual increase i .. •

daily tourist expenditure, a longer stay (it has oxtenuoi
the earlier average of 3 days to 5 days) and also /n impro-.
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in the machinery that channels tourist spending through the uj rr

bodies. A black market exists in the country for foreign curie:

and a substantial part of currency exchange by the tourists A;
said to be done on the black market - so that the published
receipts are believed to understate the level of expenditure by
tourists.*

Nearly a third of the tourists who visited Ghana in 1972 vrc:

Nest Africans. Going by country count, however, the US was the
biggest source followed by Britain. A substantial number of

Nest Germans too include Ghana on their holiday trips. About 70;
of the visitors are recorded as holiday-makers; under 10% of t
are on business. Although July-September is the height of thv,
tourist season, available data do not indicate marked seasonality

In 1972, there were about 2000 beds in 28 accommodation uni'

most of them hotels.. Of these 1300 were in seven governmeno 1

hotels (capacities vary between 120 and 350 beds). The r n

located in twenty-one smaller establishments (hotels, motels urn
rest houses). The average occupancy rate is between 55 an-. iC-'-V
Most of the units are of medium quality which could be iry rov>. 1
through better management. Using a conservative estimated rate

of growth of 11% in tourist arrivals, 5^00 beds are said to bo
needed by 1980 to accommodate the expected 143,000 visitors.

The government has'published a policy paper on tourism, it
has enacted decrees setting up a Tourist Control Board and a

Tourist Development Company; regulations guiding the tourist-
sector etc. These recent activities are a result of the previous

x The Tourist Control Board has been told, in a study the Beara
asked an Institute of the University of Ghana to conduct, tir t-
90% of tourists do in fact change their money with authorised
agents. This is far higher than had been assumed previously.
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it has also recently "been decided to expand the sector,
which called for "better organisation and greater government parti¬

cipation. The Board is to control and regulate the tourist

sector, formulate policies, co-ordinate activities of the various

executing Bodies, research into and plan tourism development,
conduct publicity and promotion campaign especially in major
overseas markets etc. The Company is to promote and mobilise
resources for investment, undertake activities on commercial
basis etc. Already a decree has been issued indicating which
areas indigenous and foreign capital can enter and another de-

signed to control the travel agency aspect of the business.
Tourist literature on Ghana is being published, the result of
organised research. The oountiy is awaiting the report of an

expert team that was invited to draw up a ten-year master plan
for tourism in Ghana.

There have been previous studies all of which indicate that

Ghana has the potential for tourism development. The attractions
include beaches, lakes (Bosumtwi and Volta), forts and castles,
game reserves, botanical gardens, festivals and cultural displays.
It appears that these are in need of development and promotion-,
government is recommended to undertake the necessary infrastruc-
tural development and improve the conditions that will induce

private investors to take an active interest in the business. The

Capital Investment Decree of 9th January 1973 (which also repe lei
the 1963 Act) sets down conditions to be observed by investorsr

± See "Ghana Tourist Corporation Annual Report - 1973"
xx There are 18 registered travel agencies now.
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and for thoir troubles, the decree lays on throe pages of incentives: th
usual tax holidays, exemptions and government's undertaking to provide
the necessary infrastructure» Riliiara Stewart, in a report on "Developin
the Tourist Industry in Ghana" suggests a few more Laits.

A definitive plan zoning the country into circuits will bo out
noon. The plan is also expected to touch on specific resort projects,

training and personnel for the sector, government participation and
finance. It is to be noted that all the available reports indicate "à

absence of any well-developed resort or tourist hotels. To remedy this,
the government has been,making serious moves to establish one - at tno
mouth of Ghana's biggest river, Volta, at Ada. A Gorman subsidiary of
the US consulting firm Horwath anaHorwath have presented the preliminary
study for a 200 room hotel. It is interesting to note that although
Ada Estuary is mentioned, Stewart did not consider it a "growth polo"
(the poles indicated aro Accra, Kumasi and Takoradi).

A subsidiary of the state airlines has been formed Ghana Airways
Airtours to handle charters and other tour operating business. Charter

flights are growing in importance on the tourist scene in Ghana; it is

partly this fact which makes those concerned assume that as many as

143,000 people will be visiting in 198Ó. (Attention is drawn to the fact
that if the 1968 arrivals figure is correct, (66,131) then the 1972 per¬

formance, like the interceding years, is below the 1968 high and one can¬

not in fact point to upward growth trends (especially as earlier years'

figures are not available).

Sierra Leone and Tourism

Like both Ghana and Liberia, Sierra Leone is a tropical country,
it covers an area of 27,925 square miles and has an estimated populr-ticr
of 2.6 million ( 1971 )• It was a British colony and that has left a l;;r

imprint on the country - the economy and the people especially of tee
ïïostorn Aroa - this being more pronounced here than in Sh&na, for ei:v ; .

X The Report is for tho use of The Tourist Board and U3AID; it has -,
certain orientation.

3E* In this Pre-Investment feasibility study, the exact hotel ty; in
not indicated, certain options are proposed. One should novo
rate of return at various occupancy rates and compare thorn • .1 ch
present performance in Ghana.
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The active letour force is put around one million and about

<- ~ t..is is in agriculture. However agriculture's contribution
■jo GDP is no more than 33^. Subsistence agriculture is predominant
and consequently the non-monotised sectot is very large. The major
crop is rice which is the staple food; there is a.lso grains and c

va production. Domestic food production is put around twenty nrx..?

leonos, about the same valus as food imports. The major agri" 3

production for the market however, is in palm kernel, coffee. :•

piassava and kola nuts which together contribute about 20y of
country's exports.

Apart from this share of agricultural produce, the rest of
the country's exports is made up of minings diamonds account for
ever 60$ of total experts and iron ore most of the remaining 15^
or so. ïïith GDP put at le 340 million in 1971 and exports at Le 83.4
million we can see that over a quarter of the domestic output is ex¬

ported. Imports are even a higher percentage of GDP, for the country
faces a balance of trade.problem (to say nothing of the balance of

.ayments). Post-war commodity price boom ushered into the country a

temporary boom, characterised by what is termed the diamond rush of

.. early fifties. This only led to a jacking up of demand for im-
rts which never came down again even after the boom. There was a

p pistent deficit in the country's external account throughout the
sixties (except for 1968/69^ when commodity prices picked up temporarily
reserves got reduced, external debts piled up and the usual IMF stab:

lisation program was in operation in 1966.

Like the other two West African countries studies, an I.;
substitution program was started to help solve this problem. .-his

only increased public indebtedness. An equally abortive . be
modernisation of the economy was carried on by the Sierra Leone P.w
duce Marketing Board - this only ate away the Board's accummulai : I
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1 serves, and replaced that with debts. Meanwhile, the mining
sector is in foreign hands despite the government's move to acquire
majority share in CAST's Sierra Leone Selection Trust. Commerce

is in foreign hands, Lebanese included. Although there is a Centi" "

Lank, it is too weak even to determine the Discount Rate and the

foreign banks control the financial sector of the economy.

There is considerable smuggling going or in the ii.xr.cn
dus try (as moh as half of the country's output is thoug'+ .;
exported illegally# Neighboring Liberia's more attractive mar

conditions do not ease the problem for beleaguered Sierra Leon 1

The government is finding it increasingly difficult to raise err

revenue to get even the current account in the black and develop;
projects depend mostly on external finance or borrowing from the lo-

.1 foreign—owned banks. There is currently rising food problem
because like Liberia, rico production fails to meet domestic demand..

A medium—term plan^ (the first plan after the unsuccessful
■ 0—year Plan of 1962) is being formulated. A lot of foreign experts

. around to help with its formulation hut all indications aro that

fill ho like the usual plans floating around the developing wo: 1
iificant feature is the thought to establish agro-based indust

i.e. shift away from the purely import-substituting industries that
use little or no domestic raw materials. A chapter of the plan will
be devoted to tourism development.

The tourist sector is small; its gross contribution to f:

exchunge earning is less than 1/ of the earnings from raerchanc" .

export, -i.bout 7*800 people are estimated to have visited the oov:1

in 1973 (there were 4000 and 5,400 tourists in 1971 and 1972 re sr.

Gnana too is getting ready to put together another plan; it isthat agriculture will he the focal point, or one of thon. Liberia
tinuing the practice of planning on annual basis (incorporated j.r
government budgets).
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about a third of these -"ere on vacation and the regaining two-t: ir k:
businessmen. Tourist daily expenditure is put at Le 20 on the

average; and, while the businessmen group spent on average 4.5 days
the vacationers spent 11 days. Most of the tourists are Britons;
fair proportion too comes from the continent and from the U.S. Tourist

activity in the country is concentrated in the dry season (October
March). (Such marked seasonality has far-reaching implications on

tourism development , )

There are four hotels, all of which started off with government

participation or full control. Two (Paramount with beds, and
Cape Sierra, 150) of thorn are of high standing. In all, there was
a maximum capacity of only 4C4 beds in 1973. It is believed that

accommodation is one basic bottleneck to tourism development. The

proposed plan selects this area for major investment and by the end
of 1979} it is hoped that available capacity would have increased to
83O beds. Existing accommodation is restricted to the Freetown area

and this would not have been changed by the end of the plan period.

This is because, all four studies conducted to find out possible
tourism development sites and projects aro recommending the develop¬
ment of the beaches, around Freetown - especially Lumley Beach..- where

Cape Sierra Hotel is already located. To make things more explicit,
nothing as found worth developing in "the Provinces" - at least not¬

ât this early stage of the program. Incidentally, it is difficult
to come across even a modest motel or rest house outside Freetown;
not even in the Provincial capitals.3"' It is hoped to develop the Lungi
Area, especially water sports (the airport is here) after a firm start
has been made in the Freetown Zone; then Kabala will be considere*d.
This is in the northern hilly region where there is game and vegetable -

S
Bo, Kenoma and Makeri have a few facilities which would need con¬
siderable upgrading.
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these could integrate the local economy into the tourist sector. It
is in this area that the Bumbuna Palls are found. Shenge, (for another
coastal development, to be linked with Koyaaba) come up as the fourth
phase in the tentative plan being considered by the Tourist and
Hotels Board.

This Board was the main public organ until the creation of the
new Ministry of Culture and Tourism, for the tourist^sector. The
Board still runs two of the state-built hotels and is building oip

the statistical base of the sector. Its work is hampered by the lack

of a more positive government support (the lack of a defined policy,
for example). Unless the Ministry of Culture and Tourism shows more

interest by undertaking fundamental studies* among other things, the
present conf-usud state of affairs in the sector will continue.

At present organised tours (Bluesky and Kuoni are the major
tour agents) are linked with Cape Sierra Hotel. The hotel itself,
built by the state, was left empty till it was leased on rather
generous terms to a private company in 197^ « Most tourist activity
is necessarily centered around the hotel, with the traditional t ur

of. Freetown an'1 Pourrah Bay College thrown in as an added attraction.
The Cultural Troupe which was in peak form in the mid-60's has lost

its sheen and the troupe assembled at the Cape Sierra Hotel has more

vitality.

The one achievement the Ministry is credited with is the formation of
an all-female dance band} the band is yet to give its first public
performance.
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TOURISM MD LIBERIA

Liberia covers an area of 43>000 square miles (roughly half
way between the size of Sierra Leone and that of Ghana) but with an

estimated population of 1.6 million in 1971. The country was never

colonised but the settlement of freed slaves in the country, just
like the case in Sierra Leone, has had some effects resembling colo¬
nisation. After so many years of their return to Africa, the descen¬
dants of the returnees still refer to themselves as American-Liberians.

It is only when the present administration got installed that serious
efforts are being made to reconcile the various peoples of the cou-

try* - the task would be the acceptance (psychological, social, eco¬

nomic and political) of the peoples of the "provinces", A similar
situation prevails in Sierra Leone.

About 75$ of the labour force is engaged in agricultural
activities. The 1971 Agricultural Census was an attempt to illumine
this big dark corner of the economy; the results are by no means de¬

finitive. One distinctive characteristic of the agricultural sector
in Liberia is the numerous. small traditional holdings (about 90$ of
all holdings had an average of 2.6 acres per holding) accounting for

32$ of cultivated land on the one hand and on the other only 0.6$ of

holdings were in the form of large-scale farms (an average of 520
acres) and accounted for 29$ of all cultivated land. The latter group

was devoted to rubber cultivation, which crop takes up 54$ of all
. . . í

agricultural land.

A wide variety of tropical crops are cultivated but except

for a few, they are operated on subsistence basis; the total output
and the value can only be guessed at. The country is worried about

rising food imports, especially of rice. This crop is grown exten¬

sively (70$ of all land under annual cultivation) but the output

3E To have "The Love of Freedom Brought Us Here" on the country's
coat-rof—arms seems to deny the presence of those who never left
"Here".
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cannot match, growing demand. Like neighbouring Sierra Leone, every<**•» J " jsirari ft* 3r.-.vv*od âî'?*? -Sit
swamp is to be made to yield rice. . A similar encouragement given

• • ;
. .'ï Ï. .yd : :.. i ; -

to production of other food crops would, alleviate the situation.

Rubber is the chief export crop and it is grown mainly on

planatátiõns' (Firestone Estates alone produced half of all the 1971
'dry' rubber of thé country). Although it no longer holds the number
one spot in Liberian external trade, it dominates agriculture and to
a considerable degree, life in the country. Other major crops ~aTe
coffee, cocoa which are 1 on commercially grown and cassava and corn.

Of growing importance is timber production, which is designed to play
a major rolè in the current strategy adopted for industrial activity
in the country. *

The external trade pattern follows the traditional pattern of
a developing oconomy. Apart from the agricultural primary produce,
which in 1972 formed about 18jo of total exports, mineral products are

the other export items. Iron ore alone constitutes around 75f° õf ex¬

ports; and diamonds, a modest 2.5'$>• On the import side, manufactures
form the bulk of the country's purchases. If one isolates the imports,
under machinery and transport equipment, the portion going to cars and

mining equipment, one would find that very little goes into other
capital formation activities to help diversify the economy. The share
of the US in Liberian trade has been declining but the country still
relies rather uncomfortably, on a few exports arrd a few markets.

Reliance on the external world is revealed by the fact that of
the $483.9 million GDP^ of 1972 (at market prices) as much as $244.4
million or half was exported. Balance of payments crisis and debt

problems are a perennial issue. As much as half of income generated
in the economy finds its way into the hands of foreigners, [k quarter
of incomes accrue to only a few Liberians while the remaining quarter
is what is left for the bulk of the indigenous population/. There is

!f ; !f
3: This is for the monetised sector only. See Economic Survey of

Liberia, 1972.
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not only a large presence of foreign capital, but also foreign per¬

sonnel especially in the management and. skilled manpower category.1
This of course is the result of a scrupulous Open Door Policy being
pursued by a small fragile economy like Liberia., The fact tyat most
of those incomes would not have been generated in tho absence of

foreign participation is indeed small comfort.

Liberians are far from being in full control of thoir economy,
the Tubman formula (of 5O-5O participation between Liberia and foroig-
nerá in a large enterprise) notwithstanding. There is no central

bank; the Bank of Monrovia which is used as a central clearing house
itself has a strong US attachment. Tho degree of financial indepen¬
dence can bo judged by the continued use of tho American dollar as

the legal tender. (When the issue of Liberian coins was brought up,
the president made the assurance that this fact was not to be construed

as a move to get rid of the US$ or a step towards the establishment
of a central bank

There have been new developments - policywise since the inau¬

guration of the Tobert administration. A self-reliance policy has
been announced; but for the moment the content seems to be restricted

to self—sufficiency in food (or rather rice) production. Tho Liberian
Bank for Industrial Development and Investments is seeking to extent

its scope of activity. So far it has been giving loans to all sorts

of applicants! it culd be oriented more towards development finance.
Another financial institution that could be used for a similar pur¬

pose is tho Liberian Development Corporation which prepares feasibility
studies mainly. There is a big visiting team of all shades of experts

x A speech by Franklin Heal (Minister for Planning) to the Liberia
Chamber of Commerce, Jan. 24> 1974»

xx There is the Bank of Monrovia which is not a central bank; or
even the government's banker: The Bank of Monrovia is.
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to help with the planning of the country. A particular emphasis is
on drawing up an integrated'regional plan. Hopefully the regions
will "be planned alon0 their economic development requirements too and

only for their social requirements5 admittedly the latter problem too
exists in a very real way.

A particular development of interest is the economic policy on

Africa. The new administration is encouraging closer ties with other
African countries. The obvious examples is the Mano Agreement with
Sierra Leone which seeks to establish economic co-operation. Likewise,
Liberia is actively involved in the current West African Community

arrangements. And presumably because more than half of Libcrian ex¬

ports go to the EEC (especially West Germany, Italy and the Hothdrlands)
an equally active interest in being shown in the EEC - African

negotiations,s

Against this background, we have a new urge to develp tourism.
The tourist sector is for the moment insignificant as an economic

activity. However, the sector has recently been raised to ministerial
status by being tucked on to the Ministry of Information and Cultural
Affairs. In 1973» it was estimated that 1,700 visited toured the
country. Their average length of stay in the country was put at :j days.
And there, statistical information seems to end for the time being.
The machinery does not exist for determining the dimensions of tfcho

sector. Two studies (French and Israeli) have just been conducted
which form the basis for a plan being considered by the Ministry of

Information, Cultural Affairs and Tourism. A Greek team invited into

the country in June 1973 (aim of visit - Liberia/Greek Economic Co¬
operation) also made some suggestions on steps to be taken'in tourism

development in Liberia.

x If one calls to mind the effect the existing trade pattern between
Europe and Africa has had on African development, it appears odd
how these African states are anxious to protect their traditional
markets in Europe.
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Indications exe that "beaches around Monrovia (Caesar's Beach,
Colo's Beach, Sugar Beach, Providence Island) and at Bendu and

Robertsport (Cape Mount County - next to Sierra Loono) are high up
on the priority list. A National Cultural Center (at Kendeja, near

Monrovia) is a good attraction for visitors 5 the development of the
3ETubman Centre at Robertsport - would seem to be worthwhile consider¬

ing the historical and. cultural importance of Liberia to sections of

the world community.

Existing tourist plant, although the capacity is not determined,
is said to bo inadequate. Most hotels are confined to the Monrovia

area - the only luxury one being Ducor Intercontinental. There is a

drive to build more roads in the country, the regional planning exor¬

cise envisages an improvement in the communication system of the coun¬

try generally. It is also hoped to upgrade the social conditions pro-

vailing in the other countries. It is to be noted that Lake Piso at

Capo Mount (Robertsport) is the only project that for the immediate
future will bo sited outside the Monrovia area. If tourism is to re¬

distribute or spread development in Liberia, some other forms of attrac¬
tion must bo discovered.

Heedless to say, a lot of background work needs to be done in

order to know the kind of tourism one is going to create in Liberia -

and if any tourism is to be encouraged at all. The Ministry in charge
is thinking of staff training and starting the creation of the machinery
that can gather and analyse the necessary information. It is felt this

is a very necessary need because it is our suspicion that present
studies and plans (which must have boon based on scarty or no data) can
at best present a partial analysis, and at worst leave crucial points
out of consideration for lack of information.

3E This is the next to the unused little hotel built purposely for
the inaugural ceremony of President Tubman.
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It is obvious that iron ore production (which after all is a

"wasting" industry) cannot hold out forovor. Recent developments in
the industry give cause for concern; one of the four mines faces
imminent closure. In the faco of mammoth external debt obligations}
any government would be anxious to find alternative menas to save the
situation. Tourism appears to bo one of the meanss but it must be
shown to be contributor to development or at" least a net contributor

to foreign exchange earnings before it is encouraged. We must romind

ourselves that the effect tourism has on a country and its people de¬

pends very much on specific policies introduced to guide the sector's

development (or the absence of such policies).

Our search did not reveal a study centered on tourism and
economic development that has been conducted in any of the three Rest
African countries - although each state has recently been making ob¬

vious attempts at promoting the tourist sector. The time at our dis¬

posal was short to,do anything more than, discuss the issue with,the

appropriate authorities in the countries visited (Sierra Leone/
Liberia and Ghana). The point was stressed at these meetings that
data collection - which would form the basis for any study - needed
to be stepped up and the methods improved. Tourism.studies is only
a case in point; each sector or economic activity should be viewed in
a development context and the appropriate measures introduced to

induce achievement of the desired national objectives.
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PART III: TOURISM IN THE DEVELOPMENT CONTEXT

In Part I, we suggested that development should follow a self-

centered strategy that eliminates dependency which characterises pre¬

sent-day underdeveloped countries. The policy should also gear the
economy towards a production pattern dictated by the domestic consump¬

tion pattern (as opposed to the current externally-oriented economies
of the Third World). If international tourism is encouraged and does
become successful as a sector of the economy of the developing country,
it increases the weight of the external sector and directs domestic

economic activity towards the external world. Conceptually therefore,
tourism and a self-centered strategy of development pull in opposite
x.hractions »

Why then is tourism being tolerated (indeed encouraged) in the
developing countries? The reason is that tourism is supposed to bring
^articular benefits which the Third World is badly in need of. Some
c1' these needs that tourism is supposed to meet ares foreign exchange,
redistribution or spreading of development to backward areas, creation
of employment, a pronounced multiplier effect, creation of a growth
pole. Indeed, it would appear to be the answer to the development
problem.

A survey of the literature and the experiences of particular ooun

trios reveal tho sinplo fact that no country has triod to find out first
if these benefits are real and obtainable. What is more, the Third
World has not come to appreciate what the strategy to achieve dovolopmen

ought to be and what effoct particular activitioo havo on such a strateg
Because if this fundamental step had been taken, one would find studies
that assess the effect tourism is likely to have on the development of
countries that have developed the tourist sector. More specifically,
the studies would have aimed at finding out whether tourism is compa-

tibla with development, (and if it is), how it should be developed to
make a maximum contribution to the general development process.
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In what followsj we shall take a critical look at the quali¬
ties that tourism is.said to. possess. We. shall also, touch on the

costs known to have heen "borne "by countries that have taken to tourism.
What our examination points to is the need, first to know what develop¬
ment strategy to "be adopted and also for conscious planning and con¬

trol of the tourist as well as other sectors - if systematic develop¬
ment of the country is to "be achieved.

We may start with the foreign exchange e.arning ability of
international tourism. The current pressing need "by the underdeveloped

economy for foreign exchange was pointed out earlier. This is because the

developing world has been introduced to a kind of technology that

depends on importation. In the short-run, at least, foreign exchange
will have to be acquired for the purpose and any activity that pro¬

mises this needs to be considered. In considering tourism as a candi¬
date for this role, we have to note how much foreign exchange has first
to be spent on this sector. Would toursim not repeat the experience

industrialisation has caused: increasing reliance on imports instead
of decreasing it - by generating demand for imports of capital goods,
consumer goods and raw" materials (as our country surveys revealed)';
Does tourism ensure a more stable inflow of foreign exchange than
traditional exports have been able to do?

There is the problem of terms of trade ; if there is any cause

to believe that the tourist product is bought locally at a higher

price than its export price, then-tourism may be said to redress the

unequal exchange situation in the developing country's dealing with
the advanced countries. The points raised later over subsidy, support
incentives and government revenue foregone, lead one to conclude that
the tourist product is likely to have a social cost far in excess of

the private cost. The tourist therefore pays a price lower than the
value of the product he consumes. International tourist flow from

the developed to the underdeveloped world would in this respect be

continuing the inequality ordinary trade engenders. It is such questions
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.we should answer first "before we embark on the routine problems the

development of the tourist sector presents. Because the answers we

come up with (to these questions) will determine whether tourism is

worth encouraging in the developing economy, and if it is, how the
long-run strategy for the sector shpuld be.

The ox^dinary Third World country has an economy dominated by
primary activities: agricultural raw material and mineral production;
the secondary and tertiary economic activities are relatively unde¬

veloped. It is noted'however, that tourism is a sorvico industry which
falls within the tertiary sector. Some kind of bridge building has
to be undertaken, for, the raw material goods of the primary sector
and the sophisticated demands of this tertiary activities are world's

opart. The tourists who come on visits have very different consump¬

tion pattern's - at least different from the average citizen of the
Third World. It has been stated earlier that the tourists are gene¬

rally from the middle and upper income brackets of the advanced coun¬

tries; they save enough money to enable them to live in style, spend¬
ing more than they would have done back home for the same period of
time.

We also said earlier that local consumption pattern in the

Third World is such that there is increasing demand for consumer goods

imports. One of the objectives of the development process is to re¬

direct this demand towards domestic production. We find however that

the tourist sector, to keep it running, has to have a substantial

part of its inputs imported. What has happened therefore is the bann¬

ing or heavy taxation of foreign "luxury" imports co-existing with

fairly liberal terms for importing these items for the use of hotels.
These hotels are of course not out of bounds to the local residents

whose consumption of these luxuries the government seeks to curtail.
In this respect therefore tourism may not only defeat the development

objective of changing the domestic consumption pattern in favour of
domestic products, but may also deprive government of revenue that
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nay have been derived through taxation. This is only one reason why
one has to he careful what concessions and incentives are granted to
the sector — or to any other sector. Studies based on the effect of

tourism in developing economies recognise this defect and try to com¬

pute the degree of leakage - or the net, rather than the gross, foreign
exchange roceippts. Not only imports of "raw material inputs" (food;,
wine, tobacco etc.) but management foes, income, salary and profit

repatriation and sometimes debt servicing are all to be deducted ir t o

computation of the net foreign exchange gain. Remaining foreign ex¬

change earnings have been expressed as a percentage of original or

gross receipts from tourism ; or sometimes we have the value of tho impo
content of tourist expenditure. The import-content of all sales to

tourists in Kenya (1966/67) was 22$; in Israel (1961) was 24$ 5 in

Hawaii, 45$> Trinidad and Tobago 30$? the Bahamas, 43%•

Such studies have concentrated on operational costs; but we

should realise that the capital investments also rely on imported
inputs. A sizeable percentage of building and construction materials
have to be imported from abroad. The percentage is over higher with
regard to equipping and furnishing the various establishments,' The
same pattern of heavy reliance on imports is repeated in the transport
sector. If account is taken of these other imported inputs, the net
foreign exchange earning should be much less.

These observations are being made not because they are peculi- c

to the tourist sector (or that they are invariably pronounced in tins

sector) but only to underscore tho need'to find out exactly how much

foreign oxchangd' is earned or saved in industries ostensibly establish^
for either purpose, i.e., to earn or save foreign exchange.' Although
the external trade sector statistics are the best kept data in any

developing country, a reliable study of the import-content of various

domestic activities is difficult to come by. But such information is

needed to show the trend — whether towards greater dependence on importe
or not (for,absoluto figures — export and import aggregates — by
themselves do not tell the whole story).
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Whether the exact magnitude of the problem (the import-content
of tourist expenditure etc.) is established or not, the problem exists
and there are measures that can be adopted to reduce the growing re¬

liance on imports. In the particular case of tourism, the tendency-
has been to try to increase the domestic contribution to the inputs
of the sector - by growing or manufacturing more of the inputs domes¬

tically. The question to ask about such a policy is s how far does

this enforced production activity (specifically to meet the demands
of the tourist sector) fit into the general development plan for the

economy? A methodical approach to this would be to see the establish¬
ment of tourism as an opportunity for expanding' the domestic market
base. The noxt step would be to see what particular rôquiremonts of
tourism are also required elsewhere in the economy. Or, what demands
of the tourist sector can be satisfied without impairing the general

development objective - assuming that these demands can be met econo¬

mically (or by application of somo other efficiency criterion)? This
should form the basis for investment to satisfy the tourist sector de¬

mand! one should go a step beyond the fact that tourism (or any other
new industry) generates, demand for domestic inputs.

A related question is the multiplier effect tourism is supposed
to have on the rest of the economy. If those earning an income from
tourism have a propensity to consume imported items or to demand other
items whose production is being discouraged for development reason then
first of..all the multiplier effect will be less (because of the leak¬

age abroad) and also it will obstruct development progress. Since re-
orientation of the domestic demand pattern is a basic issue in develop¬

ment, a particular attention will have to be paid to the points just,
made. A development strategy need not be based on the Soviet model!
all the same, development at any appreciable pace implies restraint on
present consumption to release more resources for further investment.
Tourism emphasises the consumption aspect (and luxury items at that)
which is contrary to the demands of the present stage of development
in the Third World.
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We have raised these reservations that we have against the

development of tourism at the existing stage of' economic develop¬
ment and structure of the economies of the Third World. If there¬

fore the tourist sector, against this "background is to be developed,
it must be shown to bring benefits that outweigh these disadvantages.
Before we examine other possible benefits of tourism to a developing

economy, there are a few other points that must be considered.

International tourism by definition increases economic inter¬

action with the outside world. So far, as we have observed earlier,
this external relationship has been detrimental to the development
of the 'Third World. It has been suggested that there ought to be a .

deliberate increase of the domestic input into this sector as well

as the general policy of producing to meet domestic consumption. But
it should be repeated that this should bo done within the general
development framework, there will be less scope (or there should bo)
for -meeting the demands of the tourist sector, the less developed the
economy. The aim should be or move towards satisfying more and more

the needs of this sector as development progresses. The needs in—
cludo supply of raw material or current inputs, building and construc¬
tion materials and staffing at all levels.

There we,s an earlier mention of leakage of foreign exchange
earning through the heavy reliance on imported inputs for the tourist

sector. The import-content determines the not gain of foreign ex¬

change . But what determines the gross gain? There are two main de¬

terminants of the initial gross level of foreign exchange earning.
The first determinant is the tourist and what he spends. The number
of visitors and how much each spends to make his trip possible defines
the absolute maximum — that is what is available to be shared among

the various bodies who make the trip possible. The second determinant

is the functions performed by residents of the country and the re¬

muneration that is attached to these functions. Since these functions
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do not carry the same remuneration; it is important who performs
what 5 it ás not only how many of the functions the residents of the

country perform hut also which of these functions. The average dis¬
tribution pattern of the international tourist's expenditure is such

that 50*?o is on international fare. The remaining 5ge"t' distributed
among the other components. The availability of facilities affect
this distribution and also the total. This is so because (i) the
more the facilities, the different the appeal of various items to the

spender and (ii) where the facilities are limited, the tourist is
likely to spend less on the total vacation. The following table re-

produces the expenditure pattern within Hawaii. Note that air faro

is excluded.

TES APPORTIONMENTS OF VISITOR EXPENDITURES AND THE
1 .PORT PROPENSITIES ASSOCIATED WITH EACH TYPE OF ESTABLISHMENT

Type of Business
';'c< <•
-JO c: :vi ishment

Apportionment of Visitor Import
Expenditures Pr opensity

1965—66 Survey
Hotels
Hotel Apartments

and Apartments
Restaurants
Food Stores
Liquor Stores
Clothing and

Accessory Stores
Jewelry, Gift, and

Souvenir Stores

Department and
Variety Stores

Drug Stores
Photography Stores
Inter-Island

Tr ans por tat ion
Ground Transportation
Tour Agents
miscellaneous

TOTALS

24.6e/

4.1
31.4
0.6
6.0

9.3

5.2

1.7
0.3
1.1

4.5
4.9
1.8
4.8

100.0

38io

39
41
49
66

44

60

54
65
57

39
37
29
45

Sources ï First National Bank of Hawaii, The Impact of Exports on
Income in Hawaii (1964); p. 38.

Note s Figures do not necessarily add to totals because of rounding.
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Obviously, the different import requirements for these functions
ill not be the same all round, so all things being equal, not. only

should a country specialise in activities with larger shares of the
income but also on those that require less foreign exchange to ser¬

vice them,

Which activities do the Third World tourist countries engage

in? It is where the demand for capital or skill or formal training
is minimal. Also the vertical integration process in this sector,
the need to know the-market for the tourist sources, the growth of
the pre-paid all inclusive charter tours system and IATÀ regulations -

all these push more and more of the big profit business into the hands
of the participants from the advanced world. The observed pattern

" "i'g t"hSt~"iht*drnational fares go to the carriers of the tourist-gener¬

ating countries. Most hotels in the developing countries connected

..with .to.ur.ism,..belong ..to. international hotel -chains-. Foreign companies

go into partnership, or develop on their own, holiday resorts in the

developing countries. Many of the tour operating firms and travel

agencies found in these developing countries are subsidiaries and

branches of some metropolitan travel, hotel or airline company.

Charter flights and pre—paid inclusive tours have increased further

the portion of income going to the advanced world. Depending on

expertise requirements, initial capital investment and the effective¬
ness it would have, there, should be an encouragement given to indigenous
enterprise to participate' in the sector (this is in consideration of
cf maximising the share of the developing country in the available
tourist income). Whatever the initial position, the. policy should
be one of selectively acquiring particular functions for domestic

operation.
.. i

In consonance with the long—term strategy of gearing domestic
production to domestic consumption, there should be, as far as is com¬

patible with development requirements, a deliberate policy of ejtjcouragin,
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domestic tourism. Since domestic demand is likely to be different
from the consumption habit of the international tourist and more

important still, since a particular ultimate consumption pattern
different from the existing pattern is to be shaped, the needs of
the domestic tourism section will have to be moulded along lines dif¬
ferent from the international tourist requirements. lie recall an

earlier assertion that, the present consumption pattern in the de¬

veloping economy has tj*o distinct facets; the rural and the urban.

The ufban consumption pattern is along the Western pattern; and forming
the richer segment of the society, this section of the community is
likely to be the segment that will be first to react favorably to

domestic tourist promotion. All we can say for the moment is that
both the content of the domestic tourist offer and its timing are

important and must be decided only after careful consideration.

Another factor that must be considered, and which so far has only
remained in academic circles - in spite of its importance - is the 1

pricing of tourist products. The price a tourist pays for any ser¬

vice should be related to both the actual cost of providing the ser¬

vice and the price obtainable on the world market for the particular

service. Under the development topic, we mentioned unequal exchange
and the terms of trade between developing and developed countries.
One of the aims of development is to reduce or eliminate this adverse

impact existing trade relations have on the Third World. If tourism

is to be encouraged, it must be studied in respect of the price rela¬
tion it will establish. The relevant question here is whether the

country obtains a higher value (or price) from the tourist than would-
have been possible had the product been sold either to the ordinary
resident or exported.

The real cost (to society) of the tourist product is hard to

determine but it would be higher than its money cost simply because

the sector is heavily subsidised in any country whose economy tourism
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forms part of. Either hy using public utilities (roads, wç,ter, elec¬

tricity, etc.) which are hardly ever priced to cover cost, or hy
infrastructural and site development undertaken by the public authori¬

ties for the benefit of.tourist enterprises, or by providing subsidies

granting exemptions and conoessionary rights to the sector, the society
is made to support part of the cost of providing tourist services.

In all likelihood therefore, the tourist is likely to pay less than
the economic rate for his needs. In the Third World, governments
issue Investment Codes or Policy Papers indicating what terms are

being offered to prospective investors. Tourism appearing to them
to be the answer to their perennial balance of payment headaches,
each country tries to give more generous terms to attract local and

foreign capital.

To take the specific case of Tunisia. Tunisia handles annually
more tourist than any other country in Africa with the exception of

Morocco. Tunisia has witnessed very rapid growth in this sector which

has become the leading foreign exchange earner (in gross terms. About

$110 million in 1972. Bed capacity increased from 4000 units in 1961
to 60,000 units in 1973? visitor arrivals from 50*000 "to 80,000 during
the same period. This success story has a price to it. The Tunisian

government allows a five-year exemption from corporation tax or profit

(losses can be carried forward), exemption from rates, free access roads
and utilities to the site, (government acts as a guarantor for bank loans

to half the total construction costs - these loans are obtainable from

semi-public financial institutions especially C0KPIT0UR9£ at concessiona.:y

rates), repatriation of income and profit is guaranteed; there is nc

fear of nationalisation etc. And of course government bodies under¬

take promotion, training (there are seven institutions for medium-
level manpower training and one for high-level training) and general

x Compagnie Financière et Touristique established in 1969; simply de¬
scribed as "une banque spécialisée dans le financement du tourisme",
its share capital of $40 million is subscribed to by the IFC, IBRD
and Tunisian and other foreign banks.
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management and control of the sector. The latest development on

the Tunisian tourism scene (after the floods and cholera outbreak,
in 1973)}the effects of•the October 1973 Arab-Israeli war, petrol and
oil crisis, world currency fluctuation and economic-recession on

the ...Continent ) is that the sector has not only lost its buoyancy
but previous generous consessions and loopholes have made foreign

partners reap greater benefits than Tunisia and its nationals,

- J_The desire to capture a sizeable part of the world market (ir-
1:spective of what the commodity) is a general problem which is

o,sting the Third World a lot 5 usually it ,is one developing country

competing against another for a particular market or capital. Because

they act separately, it has not become obvious to public authorities
what mutual benefits can be reaped through joint action and co-opera¬

tion instead of this cut-throat competition^ In the specific case
of tourism, we should. observe that the product is available both in
the advanced countries and in the developing countries (unlike
many other internationally traded "items"). It. would pay the Third

World, or. rather specific regions of it, to combine .together to
bargain with the advanced world consumer and compete against tourist
offer made by the latter world. In any case, trends in the. industry
indicate that the facilities and physical limitations existing in the
advanced countries are such that tourists will cone to demand more

and mere of the tourist product from the Third World region. In

other words, there is not much economic sense in hurrying(and at such
a cost),when the trends are in favor, of the Third World, Joint
action and co-operation between them (as should indeed be the case in

all their economic activities) would be more beneficial to them,

The participation of Western capieal in the tourist sector of the
Third World is treated elsewhere in this study,

IUOTO - Document for General Assembly in Caracas - see. bibliography
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individually or as a group, than' the present strategy cf competing

against each ether. If ne comes to think of it, what results' from
the présent policy being pursued in the Third World is that rthe
poor countries are subsidising the holidays (and the pleasure re¬

quirements) of the citizens of the richer world community.

One of the reasons given in support of tourist development,
as opposed to other forms of earning foreign exchange is the stabi¬

lity that this sector is said to display. The global growth rates
-•ave been undoubtedly high. A major determinant for tourist demand
is the level of income and since world economic growth continues to

qualify more and more people to become international tourists, there
is a bright future for the sector. Traditional export lines are

"no't moving and have a disappointing history.* Tariff and other trade

barriers discourage the exportation of the new manufactures of the

Third World into the advanced countries (assuming the quality is
good and production costs are low enough to make these goods competi¬

tive, otherwise). Tourism is a field in which the developing
countries can participate in peace and relative security, the argu¬
ment goes.

But is1 it that rosy? World tourism displaying a steady
rising tendency says nothing about the stability of the individu;!

country's share of the tourist business. Before we take up the

stability aspect .at the country level, let us first point out what
might cause fluctuations at the global level. Although there:is
an upward climb of average income in the advanced countries, we should
bear in mind tnat essentially tourism is a luxury consumption itemj

See, for example .'/Tourism's role in economic development" in IUOTO -
"Travel Research Journal," Edition 1972, no. 2.
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it is hit hard when economic recession sots in. Not only will per¬

sonal incomes drop "but governments are apt to impose restrictions

that affect travel (one only has to recall the British Government

measures in connection with the Balance of payments problems and the

1967 pound sterling devaluation).

There are conditions that must "be met once the sector is esta¬

blished, to keep the clients coming and earnings steady or rising.
It is usually the Third World that we hear has been a victim of this

epidemic or that disaster (which advancement has eradicated from
the developed world). Any such health hazard is enough to ruin the
tourist industry - not only during the epidemic but some seasons

afterwards. The foreign policy of the receiving country must be

favorable, at least as far as its major toufist-generating countries
are concerned. Any "nasty" internal incidents will give bad publi-

cityffor example, the accedental shooting of an enterprising tourist
swimming in the wrong direction (Zambia) or a General Amin despatching

people to places where their passports indicate they come from - these
are enough to affect tourism not only in Zambia and Uganda, but the
effects were felt in Tanzania and Kenya, There has yet not been a

complete recovery from the ill-effects of these incidents. The October
War is still affecting the tourist sector in Egypt (whatever favorable

developments are taking place now, there can be no assurance that
there will be no more wars in the Middle East), A particular fact
which is often realised a little too late is .that although tourism

has come to stay, the tourist product changes. It is a fashion sub¬
ject to variation and each country in the business has to read the

trends. In some cases, the country may be able to adjust its program

to suit the current demand. But where there is a change in tourist

demand from say wildlife and safari to beach resorts, land-locked
Uganda will simply be out of the race. Development financing out of
tourism should therefore realise that in terms of stability, nothing

may have changed by a switch from primary goods exports to inter¬

national tourism.
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NEED FOR PLANNING AND CONTROL OF THE TOURIST SECTOR

What we have said, about tourism and. development casts the

tourist sector in not a favorable light, to say the least. The
ideal situation would be for any country that intends entering
the field, to make a prior thorough study of the points raised
above5 such a study would reveal whether tourism is in fact a good
source of foreign exchange earning and (a more fundamental question)
fits into the development strategy and objectives of the country.

Already developing countries have committed resources to the develop¬
ment of this sector without the help of such a study. If the

governments of these countries are serious about their development

declarations, then these studies ought to be initiated (within the
framework of a well-defined self-centred development strategy).

We are making the assumption that the developing country is
committed to a self-reliant development strategy. We shall make
the purther assumption that, to be able to pursue this policy effec¬

tively,, a plan will guide economic decision and action - s« that
each activity falls in line with the long-term objective. We re¬

commend that because of the many problems tourism development can

cause, at this., stage of development in the. Third World and because
the sector has many facets which affect, other industries, the
tourist industry must be planned and subjected to controls and

regulations. We suggest-, this because even if tourism is proved to
be compatible and beneficial to economic development (it would be

difficult to establish such a clear case any way) such<good effects
will only depend on the control of the specific variables of the
sector.

The need for control is borne out by the benefits, which are

usually attributed to the tourist,industry5 these benefits are NOT
in-built or inherent attributes of the tourist sector and can only
be achieved if policies are deliberately instituted for the purpose.
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We shall make the exposition more concrete hy referring to the
case of Ghana.

Some people have questioned the supposed potential a country
like Ghana has as a tourist destination area. To these critics,

a reply is that since an infinite number of things can attract
tourists, no particular place can be ruled out (some tourist want
to spend their vacation crossing the Sahara or living in an 0 is: '■ <

With the necessary money for development and promotion, an --4fric¬
tion can bo created out of nothing and marketed successfully.
After all, most of these tourists come from places where the p wo
of advertising is real. A question one might ask, and which r j .a;

to be answered; is it worth the effort?

None of the existing studies that recommend the development cf
the tourist sector sets the sector's development within a national

development framework to prove its compatibility, its contribu¬
tion and the relationship to be forged between tourism and other
sectors. At best; closer links with "the related departments" is
what is recommended. The general national development framework
does not exist any way. The point we would want to emphasize is
that these basic steps are essential and must be taken. To drive
the point home, we should recall the import-substitution experience
of Ghana and indeed of the rest of the developing world. In the

face of balance of payments problems, a decision to produce some

of the country's imports locally was taken. Whether it would lead
to an actual net reduction of import levels was never assessed;
and the crucial question of how it fitted into the development

program was never raised. Similarly, we are now being told fir t
tourism is a booming industry and the tourists come to spend their
foreign exchange in the country. That appears sufficient justifi¬
cation for getting a tourist sector going.
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A question that might he posed is whether tourism really
has special qualities to distribute development in favor of de¬

pressed or neglected areas. The original idea may have come from
the fact that some tourist resorts are based on a natural scenery

(including beaches) or game and wildlife - these occur usually
where the environment has little been disturbed by human occupation.
Given the level of infrastruetural investment and site develop¬
ment that has to be done before tourism gets established in the

locality, one wonders if any other economic activity would not
have also found roots after a similar support. There have been

instances where tourism has depressed areas previously buoyant

(as the St. Lucia experience cited later) or has even conflicted
with what little economic activity there was especially where game

reserves and parks aro established.

There is already in Ghana a policy of getting Ghanaians into job
■that used to go to foreigners. (The latest is a regulation that

-■oks to discourage the employment of expatriate personnel by

charging a 'fee' of /5000 per employee so'engaged. There is a

quota system which controls how many expatriates and establish-
can import. It is expected to extend this policy to the hotel
and other ancilliary sections of tourism (although initially
the management heeds of the sector may require some relaxatio
the regulations). Quality in the existing hotels could stand
some improvement, and in the process reduce prices. Staff train:ig
is an area Government may be called upon to assist, not only
because it is presently the major employer in the industry but
also because the industry tends to assign the public authorities
this role. There are a' few institutions in the country offering
training, but only for the lower level hotel skills. The wide-

xx Alistiar Graham covers the latter point as well as other
aspects of game preservation or conservation beautifully in
his book "The Gardeners of Eden" - see the bibliograph.
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One has to "be fair to the Ghana Tourist Control Board, as
far as working towards a situation where maximum benefit would gò
to the country is concerned. In this respect, we recall the decree
that sets part of the sectox* aside for Ghanaians only, and also
the policy of encouraging the use of more domestic inputs. The

point is conceded that the Board is a young understaffed and in¬

adequately funded body operating in a complex industry. One can

only hope that this handicap will be eliminated as time goes on.

But meanwhile, it is suggested that some re-ordering of priorities
be carried out to get the basic things right. For, we feel that
much as foreign exchange is needed by Ghana, the Board has a duty
even more pressing than that of getting foreign currency into th:

country. The Board must ensure that the tourist sector does not

exist and expand at the cost of the country's long-run develop¬
ment. It is not so much the increase in tourist arrivals or

receipts that counts as the cost for achieving this (we mean cost
to the development objective).

Because of lower incomes in the country (or per the average

citizen of the Third World) domestic tourism would not be the

first target for expansion. Studies suggesting what to develop
base their calculations on expected international inflow. This is

an initial policy which is inevitable. But it is up to the

public authorities in charge to have a long-term goal of redirecting
the industry's orientation to serve the domestic people. This is
an instance where the Board would have to abandon sheer numerical

increase as an index of success (of its promotion efforts) for a

national goal. We note for example that West Africans make up
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nearly one-third.of international arrivals to Ghana. Assuming

the present overture "being nade to form a Host African Community.

proves successful, our planning horizon will have to widen to
treat these other sources as part of Ghana - tourists from this

region will acquire a different significance.

It is likely to he taken as its normal duty if the public

authority in charge steps in to stop saturation or despolition of

particular resorts. Indeed, where the tourist sector did not start
as a planned activity, governments have set up bodies to CONTROL
further development. It is not usual however, even for such bodies
to suggest a decrease in tourist inflow § what happens is a simple
re-direction of the traffic to other parts of the country. A look

y
at the report presented to the appropriate Ministry in Tunisia
reveals that a solution to possible over-saturation especially at
the Hammamet and Djerba areas is a redistribution and a more ex¬

tensive future development of other parts of the tourist zones.

An attribute of the tourist industry, we are made to believe,
is the tendency to re-distribute development in favor of depressed
area. If the Ghana Tourist Control Board is going to aim for this,
it should be pointed out that the three growth poles suggested in
the Steward report are where most growth is occurring already. In
this respect Ada, the Bosomtwi and Volta Lake projects have a

special appeal. However, the mere location of the prpject at the

depressed area does not start development. The project must be
made to depend on the area (not just offering low paid jobs - an

apology for employment creation). A lot of imagination is needed
to make this work.

x "Infrastructural Programme for the Development of Tourism in
Tunisia" - ITALCONSULT, June 1971.

xx The Kabala project in Sierra Leone and Robertsport in Liberia wo
be other examples. In East Africa, the recommendation of a Ldny.
government committee to spread tourism to the coast, especially
at DIANI falls within this scope, too.
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spread need for trained personnel in the tourist sector all along
est Africa coupled with the necessary large-scale of an institu¬

tion offering courses at all the various levels of the skill -

requirements of the sector, should offer an opportunity for

regional co-operation. (in.East Africa a joint training scheme

proposed is coming up.against many obstacles and it looks like

Kenya has given the death-blow to the whole idea by the Swiss/
Kenyan project under way in the latter country).

Employment-creation is supposed to be one of the redeeming

features of tourism. We have, however, pointed out earlier that
the seasonal nature of the business causes economic and social pro¬

blems where the off-season is long and tourist activity is parti¬

cularly low. Also, the majority of the labor engaged do not re¬

quire much skills, consequently the tourist sector offers, on the
whole low-paid employment. This of course has a long-term implica¬
tion on levels of income in the economy especially if the sector
becomes a major one. We might also draw attention to the people
on the "periphery" of the sector! the shoe-shine boys, self-
appointed tour guides (the youths in Banjul for example are

turning to this with the increasing spread of Swedish and Continent
tourist activity in The Gambia), beggers, hawkers of worthless
art pieces ana of course, the prostitutes andtheir pilot-boys.
The public authorities would have to have this section fully

under control in order to diminish its economic and social conse¬

quences. Already, there is reason to be alarmed at the rate at

x The Elkan,Survey of "Employment in the East African Hotels ana
Tourist Industries" sheds more light on tourism employment.
See the bibliography.
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which new "rest houses" and night clubs are opening in Accra -

and the increase in prostitution, too.

We should not delude ourselves that all the benefits claimed

for tourism, would come as a matter of course. We have just
qualified the employment-creation effect and the re-distribution
of development effect of tourism. Similarly, there are strong
tendencies in the developing economies to rely on imports for
both capital and consumer goods. Tourism will only increase this
if deliberate measures are not taken to increase the domestic

component of the sector's inputs. In respect of construction

materials, a distinction has to be made between materials essential
for the actual construction and that for decorative purposes. The

use of local stone for the erection of the huts at Bahari Beach

Hotel in Bar-es-Salaam for example is a more concrete achievement (in
terms of the utilisation of domestic inputs) than the bamboo

façades and grass roofing that one encounters around the tropics,
which although give the desired local touch, are not authentic
because beneath these, one finds imported iron and cement blocks.

Behind the above subject are the linkage and multiplier
effects of tourism. On the one hand, to cause more linkage, it
is n.cessary to plan other activités to contribute to and ex¬

pand with the tourist sector. The more this is achieved, the
less reliance the sector will have no imports (either of material

inputs or human capital) and the less the leakage5 and hence
the better the chances of a. higher multiplier effect. In this

respect, the.extent of foreign participation in the sector (capital
inflow and management services) has to be kept under close watch.

x Prostitutes in the country like their counterpart in Nigeria
"are sufficiently organised arid numerous enough' to seek

official recognitioni or so some newspapers in these coun¬
tries tell us.
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A country should not be interested in just the expansion of h
tourist sector, regardless of the distribution of benefits froi:

it, between the country and the outside world. This warning i.s
'* applicable to all sectors of the economy, but it has an added

force in relation to tourism because of the tradition of govern¬

ment support (subsidies, revenue foregone and the free provision
of public and other utilities). It is likely that in the initial

stages of tourism development, foreign participation will be

sought for the following reasons: (a) a substantial portion of
the supply market will be located in the advanced countries and

tour operators there will have to be engaged to promote the new

destination (b) local capital or skills (especially managerial)
may be in short supply (c) foreign carriers may be relied upon

because of inadequacies or non-existence of the country's own

carriers. While this may be inevitable, a long-term policy
should be formulated right from the beginning that cuts down
this reliance on external help and participation! there ought to.
be a development of local resources to take over the share of the

foreign partner.

This again reveals the need for planning of the sector. Ani
of course because of its possible effects on the rest of the

economy and the society, it should be planned within the national

framework. This is because the development process progresses

(or should be progressing) towards an integrated and internally

interdependent system. The tourism plan should be consistent

with the projections with the other sectors: the infrastruetural

program, food production, raw material and services programs,
the import requirements programs etc. The need for planning on

a global level is revealed by particular mistakes of the past.
It is thought for example that the expansion of tourism has been
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It has heen the contention c* this paper that as a general

rule, tourism has developed, "by itself and what regulation of its
growth has heen, has heen a later development. While this may-

have worked in the advanced economies (and there is reason to

heliove that this has always not heen the case), tourism has to
he viewed in a different light in the developing world. This is
because this part of the world seeks to develop; and to develop,
it has to redefine its relations with the advanced countries. Th

re-definition is such that tourism, in its present form and he-
cause of some inherent tendencies, would not seem to enhance
development prospects. We have also noted that the Third World
countries have not tried to find out whether tourism would ho com¬

patible with development. Indeed the Third World has not quite
got round, to formulating a development policy that will actually
promote development. This needs to he done first.

Many beneficial claims have heen made for tourism development
in the Third World. But even these claims are not actually s tu i..

and proved before a country embarks on tourism promotion. Atten¬
tion was drawn to the need not only for this kind of study tut the
much more needed one; whether at the country's present level of

development, tourism development will enhance or impede the coun¬

try's development.

After reviewing the causes of underdevelopment, we came to
the conclusion that a self-centered development strategy should
he the policy to he pursued. This policy calls for a restrueturin
of the economy: to end the unequal exchange going on and, instead
of an open-economy's external dependency we evolve an internally
interdependent economic system. This calls for an integrated plan
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at the expense of tanana production in the Caribbean island
of St. Lucia because labor drifted from the plantations to

the holiday resorts. Obviously it is not only tourism that
can cause this: rural depopulation and food shortages going
on simultaneously in the Third World are partly the result
of the expansion of the modern sector in the urban areas. A
coordinated development program would have established the
contribution of the food-producing sectors and encouraged

people to find it worth their while to stay on in the rural
"diamond rush" in Sierra Leone and the drift of labor to the

iron-mines in both Sierra Leone and Liberia are vivid examples

of the effect implanned growth of the various sectors can have
It is not surprising that price production cannot meet present
domestic demand.

Regional planning is being initiated in many developing
countries to correct and arrest imbalances. It would be a

sad mistake if tourism should develop in such a way as to wore

the situation.
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CONCLUDING REI'IARK S.

No attempt has "been made in this work to provide any

detailed guidelines to be followed in tourism development
in the Third World because that was not the aim we set out with.

The arguments presented would however strongly suggest the
need for proper guidelines to he followed if tourism develop¬
ment is not going to he just like any of the earlier remedial
"discoveries" to end the woes of the Third World. Instead

of detailed operational guidelines, attention has heen concen¬

trated on fundamental issues and what the hasic approach ought
to he.

By operational guidelines, we mean the policies to he
followed to ensure the achievement of specific-goals. So that

having decided that tourism can "he developed in a particular co:

ono has for example decido on whether one is going for luxury
or mass tourism. One has to decide where one's market sources

are located and the means to attract custom. The decision also

has to he taken oh who participates in what field, at each
particular stage of the development of the sectorj also what

accommodation, transport and resort facilities to develop and
the phasing of these programs. One has to know and keep track
cf the expansion of tourist inflows, the characteristics, the
accommodation and other requirements, the local and national
impact of tourism (economic: demand and price changes caused
hy the periodic presence of tourist employment and income effect
use of other resources etc. and social, cultural and political);
the size of the sector in the economy, local and foreign parti¬
cipation. And many more features of tourism.
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where each sector works within a general framework. It is with-

» in such a framework that all those engaged in the various sectors

ought to operate. Following this self-centered strategy, tourism
% would not appear to he the first choice if rapid economic develop

ment is to be achieved. However, because of the need for foreign

exchange, given the present technological dependence, at the

early stages of development, activities that yield foreign ex¬

change have to continue: and tourism could be one such activity.

But like all activities that link the Third World to the

external world, a conscious effort has to be made to ensure that

the maximum gain accrues to the Third World in developing tour:' .

Internal changes have to be worked out to achieve this5 left to

itself, the benefits will continue to be drained out of the Third

World. An equally important goal to be kept in view is the shapii
over time, of the tourist sector (and indeed the whole external

sector) to have a domestic demand base. Because, economic devoir
ment is the reshaping of the economy so as to gear output to
internal consumption. This calls for a planned and regulaJ 1
tourist sector, operating within a general framework.
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APPENDIX II

ROOMS nND OCCUPANCY IN OECD MEMBER COUNTRIES, 1969*
COUNTRY ACCOMODATION CAPACITY OCCUPANCY RATE

Austria

Belgium

Canada

De nmark

Finland

Fiance (classified hotels)
Germany

Greece

Iceland

472,800
101,900
247,220 (1967)
56,300
26,500

752,600
826,600
108,200

27 Aio
47 1o

64

35

72

1°

Ie

Ireland 49,500 —

Italy 286,000 36 %

Japan (European style hotels) 51,200 81 <-

Luxemburg 16,500
132,7011

-

Mexico -

Netherlands 108,000 —

Norway 87,800 55.1 <f>

Portugal 70,100 28 <jo

Spain 465,400 49 1°
Sweden 95,000 66 $
Switzerland 252,000 44 fo

Turkey 130,037 -

United Kingdom 763,000 -

United States 2,386,000 59 1o

Yugoslavia 153,200 42 £

^'Organization or Economic Cooperation, Tourism in OECD Member Countries,
I97O, Paris, 1970, (Greece and Mexico are not members of OECD).

^Travel Trade, Dec. 14, 1970
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GHANA: AGRICULTURE

PRINCIPALS CROPS

(*ooo metric tons)

1969 1970 1971

Sugar Canet 284 522 374

Maize 304 442 430*
Millet 88 93 100*
Sorghum 83 86 110*
Rice (paddy) 61 69 70*
Sweet Potatoes and Yams 1,305 1,617 n.a.

Cassava (Manioc) 1,320 1,596 n.a.

Onions I?* 17* n.a.

Tomatoes 35 37 n.a.

Oranges and Tangerines 63 71 60*
Other Citrus Fruits 26 26 26*
Pineapples 26 30 n.a.

Palm Kernels 34 37 37
Palm Oil 55 60 60

Groundnuts (unshelled) 61 60 70*
Cocnuts (million nuts) 168 201 n.a.

Copra and Coconut Oil
(exports only) 3 3 3s

Coffee 5.7 4.5 5.1
Cocoa Beans (purchases for

export) t 414.3 396.2 411.5

* PAO estimates. t Figures relate to crop year ending in year stated.

Î Figures relate to 12-month period ending September 30th of year stated,.
Source: FAO, Production Yearbook 1971»
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on

1900 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

Private Consumption Expenditure 694 830 916 987 1,255 1,337 1,286 1 ,463 1,626
General Government Consumption

Expenditure

Gross domestic fixed capital
formation

96

194

112 138 160 205 261 308 363 412

184 218 232 271 246 213 224 242

Increase in Stock + 22 -12 -8 + 14 + 1 + 15 +6 + 2 + 17

Domestic Expenditure 1 ,006 1,124 1,264 1,393 1,732 1,859 1,813 2,052 2,297
Exports of goods and non-factor

Services 246 240 234 247 252 219 265 369 425

Imports of goods and non-factor
Services -296 -270 -290 -283 -376 -285 -300 -354 -394

Expenditure on gross domestic
product 956 1,094 1,208 1,357 1,CA 1,793 1,778 2,067 2,328

Net factor income from a"broad -10 -10 -18 -12 -19 -14 -21 -39 -43

Expenditure on gross national
product 946 1,084 1,190 1,345 1,589 1,779 1,757 2,028 2,285

Source: Economie Survey 1969 (CBS, Accra, 1970)
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1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969

N^ra. * N^m. # NjZÍm. * N^m. * N^m. % NjZÍm. $ N^m. fo NjZm. /o

Pood, Local

Pood, Imported
Beverages & to¬

bacco

Clothing and
other textiles

Other non-dur¬
able Goods

Durable Goods

Rent, fuel and
light

Transport and
communication

Miscellaneous,
other

Private Consump¬
tion Expendi¬
ture

377

52

40

114

32

22

75

36

82

45.3

6.3

4.8

13.7

3.9

2.6

9.2

4.3

9.9

452 49.4 527 53.4

46 5.0 52 5.3

46

106

32

26

82

5.0 44 4.5

11.6 94

3.5

2.8

26

16

9.5

2.6

1.6

8.9 86 8.7

40 4.4 44 4.5

86 9.4 98 9.9

716 57.0 835 62.5 733 57.0

45 3.7

40 3.2

150 11,9

30 2.4

32 2.5

90 7.2

42 3.3

110 8.8

53 4.0

53

91

30

19

97

47

112

4.0

6.8

2.2

1.4

47

96

31

25

3.7

57 4.5

7.5

2.4

1.9

828 56.6

51 3.5

59

38

31

4.0

123 8.4

2.6

2.1

7.3 113 8.7 136 9.3

3.5 50 3.9 52 3.6
8.3 134 10.4 145 9.9

944 58.0

56 3.4

60

131

50

36

58

151

3.7

8.1

3.1

2.2

140 8.6

3.6

9.3

830 100.0 916 100.0 987 100.0 1,255 100.0 1,337 100.0 1,286 100.0 1,463 100.0 1,626 100.0
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GHAITA; TRAVEL STATISTICS

revalued cedis

Year Inflow Outflow

1966 Personal Travel
(Tourism)

Business Travel
Student Expenditure

236,462

1.122

237,584

2,842,784
1,074,013
4,740.212

8,657,009

1967 Personal Travel
(Tourism)

Business Travel
Student Expenditure

635,911
27,204
10,021

673,136

4,459,066
2,014,431
6,879,079

13,352,576

i960 Personal Travel
(Tourism)

Business Travel
Student Expenditure

1,293,519
76,734

2,392

1,372,645

1,616,254
1,789,121
6,648,962

10,054,337

1969 Personal Travel
(Tourism)

Business Travel
Student Expenditure

1,374,889
18.411
6;581

1,399,881

2,141,344
1-471,605
6,023,330

9,636,779

1970 Personal Travel
(Tourism)

Business Travel
Student Expenditure
Others

499,962
29,380
63,121

35

592,462

3,631,951
1,745,680
7,759,298

171

13,137,100

1971 Personal Travel
(Tourism)

Business Travel
Student Expenditure
Others

911,122
207,155
112,859

755

1,231,621

3,212,295
1,721,724
5,612,938

10,546,957

Tahle continued on following page,
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Table continued.

Year Inflow Outflow

1972 Personal 'Travel
(Tourism) 1,665,112 396,191

Business Travel 93,580 994,040
Student Expenditure 97,473 3,802,777
Others - 144

Others

1,856,165 5,193,152

1973 Personal Travel
(Tourism) 1,388,328 804,355

Business Travel 30,990 1,505,019
Student Expenditure 91,142 3,827,484

1,510,460 6,136,858

Source; Bank of Ghana (Research Dept., Working Papers), Accra, 1974,
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"

- ../el Balance of Payments in 12 Selected Countries 1963-1970
US $ mns.

1963 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970

■ jjJX* +4.5 +2.0 +3.0 +4.6 +8.2 +7.6

Greece +67.9 +102.9 +86.1 +77.9 +102.0 +139.0

Ireland +76.0 +94.0 +107.0 +95.0 +97.0 +86.0

Jamaica +28.6 +67.2 +68,1 +75.3 +78.5 +80,0

Kenya +6.4 +25.0 +21.5 +24.6 +2+. 4 + 37.V

Mexico +308.0 +396.0 +441.0 +501.0 +634.0 +709.C

Morocco +6.3 +40.1 +39.6 +42.4 +68.5 +74.0

Panama +6.2 + 13.2 +9.3 +9.5 +12.9 +I8.1

Spain +611.0 +1202.0 +1111.0 +1110.0 +1195.0 +1543.0

Thailand -7.0 + 13.0 +24.0 +18.0 +37.0 +44 • 0

Tunisia +0.4 + 14.8 + 18.1 +24.O +30.0 +38.0

Yugoslavia +44.0 +82.0 +95.0 +136.0 +168.0 +144.0

V ,rcos IUOTO Economic Review 1972 and recent IIIP Statistics.
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LIBERIAs AGRICULTURE

PRINCIPALS CROPS
(Metric tons)

1969 1970 1971

Cassava (Manioc) 370,000S 370,000 S n. a

Rice (Paddy) 153,000 138,000 91,000
Maise 33,000s 33,000s 33,000s
Natural Rubber (dry weight).' 66,900 75,600 67,100
Pain Kernels "I 11,700 14,100 16,600
Coffee 4,500 5,100 4,500
Cocoa Beanst

0 1,700 1,800 1 ,800

Palm oil production (1963) ° 41 ,200 metric tons.

x FAO estimate, t Exports only + Twelve months ending September.

SIERRA LEONE: AGRICULTURE

PRODUCTION

( 1 000 metric tons)

Crop 1967 1968 1969 1970

Rice (Paddy) 468.0 426.0 4O7.O 425.0
Cocao (Beans) 4.1 2.2 4-0 5.0
Coffee 4.8 5.7 5-4 7-5
Groundnuts (in shell) 9-0* 9.0X 9.0* 9.0s
Pain Kernels (exports) 21.8 65.3 60.0 59.2
Palm Oil 41.0 42.0 45.0 47.0
liaise 10.0 11.0 12.0 14.0

x FAO estimate

Source: United Nations, Statistical Yearbook 1971-
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